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Herald. 
parking 
. . . . ' . ~ . , ' .. , ; ' 
fikl}ly to 
··1· .· cose 
BY KATIE SUMMERS 
.News .Writer 
Citing health and safety is-
sues, Xavier Univers.ity, the. City 
of Cincinna.ti and Opus Corpo-
ration are considering barring 
on-street parking on the .lower 
half of Herald Avenue. 
"We are very concerned with 
the health and well-being of our 
students,'' .said Xavier Police 
Chief Mike Couch. "The risk to 
students and their automobiles ' 
due. to falling debris, castings 
and.ironworks is potentially very 
. great." ,. 
Approximately 40 parking 
spaces will be a,ffected by the 
probab~e ~lqsing, slated to occur 
in. early, March .. The spaces will 
reopen in.June of WOO, in con-
junction with the completion of 
the Cintas Center, built.by Opus 
Corporation: · · · · · · · · ·. · · 
"The majority of these. parfc~ . 
ing spaces are occupied by,au~ 
tomobiles belonging to dorm 
residents," said Couch. 
"Technically, these cars are . 
only allowed to occupy a spe-
cific space on the street for four~ 
teeri hours.· Some students leave' 
their cars in' the saine location 
for days:· We need fo ~o'ncen­
trate on .getting these individu-
als off of the· street arid into'the 
Cohen LOt," he said. . 
... Though th<r proposal has yet . 
to be officially approved, stu- · 
dents are already responding 
with mixed views. "I can d~fi-
. nitely see how. the constiiJctlon . 
· could be hazardous to· cars · 
par~ed in the area," said senior 
Austin Rawlings. "Ijust 'hope 
that the lack of parking won't in-
convenience me on the way to 
class." . . . 
Commuter Services Coordi-
riatOr Dave Traubert supports ~he 
proposed ban on Herald Avenue 
parking. "Commuter stud~rits 
really should be using the Cohen 
Lot,'' he said. "It's well-lit, pa-
trolled and much safer. To be 
. ·honest, It's really not that far of 
· ·~ walk to campus." · · • · · · . 
Approximat~ly 500 spaces 
are available in the Cohen Lot 
fo~ student drivers with 'valid 
parking permits .. 
·' ' ... · ... ·. ·: ·.' :" 
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Two tickets vie for SGA spots 
.Voting for executive elections next Tuesday and Wednesday 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
Campus Ne1vs Editor 
Touting. the. need. to upgrade 
technology and ensure the protec-
tion of Xavier;students; two tickets · · · · 
are compeii~gJor the, executive Gel. OUI alid 'vote 
positions:in ihe Student· Govern- >Debate: Candidates'wilJ discuss 
1
ment Asso~iatiori. · . their platforms and ~xpery(!nce ·, · 
.. ·· Junior :Andre~· Weiss (presi- Sunday at 7. p.m. in Kelley A1:1dito- . . 
derit), fre~ltmari Susan Barl>er (l~g- · .· .. • rium. Students may :stibinit qu~stions 
· islative vice-president) arid s6pho- , Jna~vance to Desi~ee Deriio.nbre'un.'s 
mor~ .• :Mike ·P~ge (administz:ative mail box in Student Senlices. 
vice president),make up.oneofthe . >~mpaigning:.Door~~o-door 
tickets .iQ the: efoction.. . · campaigning Will t~e place lifter the 
. The other ticket consists of jull- . debate~ ·. ·... . . . · · . . . . . . · .. 
· . >Voting:· Polling stations will be 
ior Lynn Grunziriger (president), oJ>enJ'iiesday andWednesday: .. 
junior James Bowling (legislative 8 a.ni.~noon. oiitSide Kelley 
vice president) and sophomore :Nate · Noon-2 p.in. outsid.e the Grille 
Moster (administrative vice presi~ .· 2-?'p.m. in the MDR lobby 
dent). 
Last year, four tickets vied for 
the executive offices, providing 
voters 'with a variety of issues. 
This year, thetwo tickets are fo-
cusing on similar issues, but each 
offers different ways of achieving 
its goals. . 
Both tickets want to upgrade 
technology on campus. · Weiss's 
tfoket would like to see a more per-
sonalized e~mail system and access 
to grades over the Internet. Accord-
ing to Grunzinger, her ticket wants 
to focus on adding more comput-
ers and scanpers in. the labs;· 
Another similar issue is campus 
safety; Weiss wants to ensure the 
safety ofstudents livfog in the 
dorms by installing cameras in halls 
and fobbies. Grurizinger suggested 
the addition ofa third shuttle to take 
students to and from the Cohen 
parking lot. 
The two .tickets do differ on 
some goals to implement if elected. 
"I would like to see the creation 
of a peer crisis line," said Page. "I 
feel students have unspoken issues 
that affect their lives . . . students 
need an emotional vent to ease the 
tension.s of the school day." 
According to Grunzinger, reno-
vation of the sports center is also a 
top priority. "It would be great ,if 
SGA could help fund the upgrade 
of the sports center and the pur-
chase of new equipment,'' said 
Grunzinger. 
For candidate pr~files, 
see page 2 · 
: . . . . , . . , NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
· • · · d Schmidt:H.aU mates with Hinkle as renovation of the campus'· West Row continues. The joining of the· Jo. l:n· e B twc)buildings displaced philosophy professor Dr. Richard·Polt,.whose second floor office in Hinkle will . • . · · .... • seiv.e as ,a corridor between the two buildings. Construction is expected to finish in late spring. 
x~vier go~s soft on. :toilet paper 
.'· ·._i. .. . . .· ·, . 
· .•. ·BY KARA BENKEN · 'thin; scratchy and riot very durable. 
. Managing Editor . . .. About seven years ago; members 
Trips to th~ bathroom are finally · 9fE8rthcare approached Jim Tracey 
, taking: a t()Ho11 students in the resi- ·.·of PhysiCal Plant, \Vhoo\'ersees the 
dence halls: · · · ·· t~il~t paper supply, and n~quested 
"I'.have lived in.th~'dorms for:. theuse·of more·· envirOnment-
three years, and I've always heard ·· frienclly triilet' paper a,t Xavier. •Ac-
compl~intS aboutthe~toiletpaper,'~ daim.~~s clt9~c;:n b~c~usefr ex-
. saidseriiC>rBrendonCull,astudent ceeds ·. EPA<:guideliries for 
senator. '°f kno~ there are better postconsumer fiber COD ten~;: . . . . . NEWSWIRE rHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY . 
produc~ av.ailable.~' . . ,. : Now, Cull, who is on: Senate's Out with the old toilet paper.; . 
The 'brand of toilet paper found· ·. student affairs corliinittee~ has ask.ea He ·sent· letters to and received 
i~ st~ns acrqss •xavier'.s carilt>us is t6 ~pgrade'ttM 'lu.a1iiy of the,:tC>itet · · signed petitions . from·. residents of 
Envisiqn 'sA:£claim, a 100 ~rberit · pap'~r f~r a softe~ feel; whJI~ htain- tlte dorms as welfas the Student 
'. recycled fiber coptent .~ath tissue, · taining'.the use·'~f a r~C}'cled prod- Senate, which said, "The quality of 
described: by .:many, people aS·toO, ~ UCt~ .··,··. . · .. ;',··. toilet paper currently used is below, 
·. ·. ' . . . . ·' . : . ·, -~ . '.· .; ' . 
' ' '• .. 
NEWS.:· ·SPORTS:. 
a standard that is consistent with the 
quality of life in. the residence halls. 
··'Tracey~ assistant. director of 
Physical Plant, says the change is 
.. _very feasible. 
"We weren't unaware that there 
was a desire for higher quality toi-
. let paper,'' he said. 
Tracey cited the surveys resi-
dents ()f the dorms fill out twice a 
year about cleaning and mainte-
nance of their rooms, saying a 
"handful" Of students had men-
tioned softer toilet·paper. 
"Because the initial request to 
See Thicker, Page 3 
.DIVERSIONS: 
'.T~eoiogy'p;~Jessor goe,s, to :~clvertising:·.: ·' ~513~· .· .. , ''Germanyon Fulbright 
-.~~·.·. 
Courage-le.s;_m~rderers are 
in jaJlfo/punish1rie11<t< 
·.·Men's basketballclinches 
b'yf! for A-.1 () tourney 
'Bring in Da 'Noise, Bring 
in Da' Funk' comes to town 
Editor-in-Chief : .. {513} 745~3607 . PACiE 4 .. 
.•)· ; ·I: •'f "'' 'PAGE6' • PAGE 14 
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BRIEFS 
>Sarah Kelley, Editor 
>News Room: 745-3122 
>NEwS@xavierJcu.edu 
11111!11 • 11111 3! 
Xavier Players 
Xavier Players will present 
Aphra _Behn's The Rover from 
Feb. 18-il, at 8 p.mdn the Uni-
versity Center Theatre .. Gylliari 
Raby's adaptation of the comedy 
updates the play to the close of . 
the Spanish Civil War. Students, 
faculty and staff may receive twp . 
tickets at $5 each. .Order tickets 
from Cathy Springfield (include 
name, phone, performance date 
arid payment), at mail box 2122; 
Call 745~3578 for more details. · 
Lent reflections 
· Each weekday during.Lent, 
Feb. 17- Mar. 31, a brieffeflec-
tion will appear on the spfritual 
development page of Xavier's 
web site. A diverse group of 
Xavier faculty, staff and admin-
istrators have contributed to 
these reflections on the theme of 
"recognizing and responding to 
the divine presence___.:. a presence 
often hidden in the details of or-
dinary life." 
· Yearbook info;· 
. . . 
Pictures for the yearbook wiH 
be taken on Feb. ·1s· and ·19, from 
. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in the Cafe lobby . 
-of the University Center. Ariy stu-
dent who did not have hisor her 
pictul'.e taken. earlier. in the year 
shoultl plan to stop by. All-Card 
photos will be used for st~derits 
who do not have piCtures'taken. 
Students ate also reminded to 
pick up 1998 yearbooks if they 
have not already done so. They 
can be picked up in Student Ser-
vices on the first floor of the Uni-
versity Center; 
Parade committee 
The.1999 student Homecom-
ing parade committee applica- ... 
tions are available at the Info 
Desk, the Commuter Information 
Center and in the SAC Office. 
Applications are due March. 15. 
Any questions should be di-
rected to-.Jody Buel.terman. at 
745-1091. ' 
Appro-~ch retreat 
Sign-upsfor the Approach Re-
treat will be Monday, Feb. 22, 
from-9 a.m. to 11oon for seniors 
and from 1 p;m. to 4 p.m. for 
sophomores and juniors, at Ca:m~ 
pus Ministry. The retreat is Apr. 
9~ 11 and is $45 per person. 
. Bookstore sale 
The Bookstore is having a 
pre-inventoiy saie where a vari-
ety· of books ·wilLbe $5 or less. 
There are als6:. six modems 
marked,.down a_n~)nany co111-
puter ·cables, cdl1nectors and 
accesori~s marked· it half price. 
They are.6ffering·a free totebag · 
-with any $20 purchase fl'.om.the 
general book department. ··Call 
Cathy at 745~3312 for more.in-
formation. 
CAMPUS NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE· 
, . . . . .. . ·.· . . . . . . . .•.. _· . . : ~ .· ·. . .  . . SGA executive eleCt1olJ.s· 
·-· . ' .· ·, . ' ·. ' .. '· . ' . ' 
Andy Weiss, Susan Barber & kfichael Page 
BY SARAH KELLEY · prevent students from being un~ 
Campus News Edi.tor . fairly charged for vandalism. . 
· Junior Andy Weiss (president), Barber is an organizational 
freshman Susan Barber (legislative communications major who is serv-
vice president) and sophomore ing as Senate clei:k. . . 
Michael Page (administrative vice Another ideathe ticketiS voic-
president). plan to use their energy ing is the formation of a peer crisis 
and experience to attain executive line .. This woµld be a phone line 
positions in next year's Student . set llP for .students to call aqd dis-
GovernmentAssoci.ation (SGA). .cuss their problems with someone 
Weiss is .a public relations ma- . who can listen and give advice on 
jor who has served on SAC for t\vo variou~ issues. · ; . 
years. He was also Manresa coor- "l feel students have unspoken 
dinator last year and was promoted· issues that affect their lives and aca-
to _his current position -as Manresa demics in a major way,'' said Page. 
director. WeiSs cited qualifications "I feeLthat students need ari emo-
such as internships with Xavier's tional ve~t to ease the tensidris of 
Marketing and Public Rel_ations .•· .·the school day." 
Department and with Cincinnati's Page isachemistry major whose 
ol_dest and largest law firm, experienceincludesservingonSAC 
Graydon, Head and Ritchey. · and irivolvement in SGA coristitu~ 
"The combination of our previ- tion review committees, along with. 
ous experience with our youth and Weiss and Barber. 
energy are definite strengths of our He has also participated in a va-
ticket," Weiss. sai_d, "We have some .. riety of vohmteer services and is a 
·great _ideas for next year that stu- memberoftheAlpha Phi Alpha fra-
dents would benefit from." · ternitf 
One of the ideas the ticket has "lt seems that SGA hasn't made 
in mind for next yea_r is the en- ·•· ·. any real changes or improvements 
hancement and .increase oftechnol~ for students recently,'' said Weiss. · 
ogy on campus. This would in~ . "It's time.for action to be taken. If 
dude changing the e-mail system, youdon't follow through with 
· making it more personalized by •. promises, they are worth nothing." 
. using· names rather than numbers ··• . The candidates are all in agree-
. for addresses. Weiss alsd said they' . . . .. . . ' ) . , •· . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BYERIN MOONEY , ment that action is the key to mak-
WOUld like to set up a· system in .·· · From left to right: freshman Susan B.arber, junio(AndyWeiss 'and · ing next year successful. 
which students .could access their · sophom()re Mich~elPage. · . , · "Instead of students having to 
; grades, and regi~terJor ~lasses o~er safety is a·nc}ther issue their tiCket >_in the halls and lobby of dorms to . come to SGAto ask for things, we 
. the Internet. . . . intends to address. This would en- ' monitor what is going on when RAs ,· wantto bririg SGA to the students," 
According .to,Barber, dorm tailtheimpletnentationofcameras .are not·around. This would-also· saidBarber. 
Lynn, Grunzingei, Nate Milster & James Bowling 
BY SARAH KELLEY cation between SGA and the stu-
Campus News E,ditot · dent body is another prevelant is-
Str:essing their amount of expe- sue that their ticket intends to ad-
rience in SGA and leadership ac- dress: 
tivities, Lynn Grunzinger (presi- "We are strongly looking to 
dent), fames Bowling (legislative . open up communication lines," 
vice president) and Nate Moster - Moster said. "We are planning to 
(administrative vic_e president) are have luncheons and student forums 
running in the SGA executive elec- to keep students aware of what is 
tions. going on with_ SGA." 
Each of the candidates on this· Moster has served on SAC for 
ticket has been involved with SGA · two years. He is also involved with 
since their freshman year and' all Manresa and will serve as training 
. have particJpat6d in relevant activi- coordinat()r for Manresa next year. 
.• ties while at Xavier. , , . · A_ccording to Bowling, they. 
Grunzinger; a· junio(HAB ·and plan on having an open door policy 
natural sc.iences majbr, ~prked on in which students are always wel-
SAC during .'her .ftesh'man arid come. 
. sophom~re.year and served as an .. "Students haye a right to know 
. executive assistant tb SGA. ·She is what decisions are being made con-
. the · administiati ve vice ·pr~sident cerning their university," said Bowl-
uri_der Desire.e De,monbreun. · · · . . . ing. . . 
'In> addition to her work. with Bowling is a junior political sci-
..-.· SGA,, Gru~zi~ge~ has also. served ence. major. He has served. SGA 
. on the Studen.tAlumni Association since he was a freshman and is Sen-
since her freshman year. She. also ate coordinator for t~e Student. Sen-
traveled to St.,Louis to partiCipate ate. _ ··... . . 
. in the National qmference for Stu- If elected, the candidates also 
.. dent Govermnent. · wish to address the issue of tech-
. One o(the main, i~s~es the ticket nology. This would mean the up-
intends to ~ddress is campus safety. grade and addition of computers. 
They are proposfog the·addition of ·· Grunzinger also expressed an in-
a. third' shuttle which would run to terest in the formation of computer 
. and from -tlte University Center to . · competency courses to be included 
the Village and Cohen parking lot. ' .· ... / ··<. , .·•. ';• '- ': >"· ::/ ' ·, NE1N5\'.l'l~P,HOT.O,B'(Efll~~OONEY ,in th~ core C::urric;ulum'.. ·. . 
. • . "Safety is an important issue to . From· 1eft to right: junicfrJames. Bowling, junior Lynrl' Gi,unzil1ger · . . . · ''.Overall; r feel we are. a. well-
be dealt with,'' Grunzinger said. and sophomo~e Nate''Moster. . . . . . . . . rm111~ed ticket,b,ec~.use'ofthe other 
"We· have come up with ideas. to . •. dressing is renovation of the sports ' the ~urcltase ohqulpnie~f. · ... ·. .. activities each of us. is involved in," 
ensure the safety of students." · . , ~ente~. They ~ant SGA to help fund .. Acc;q~ding . to Moster, a sopho~ .. Moster said .. "This pl}ts ~s better in. 
Another iSsue _the ti_cket is ad- the upgra~~ of the sports C:~nter and moreadvertising major, ~omrµuni~ touch with the students." 
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··( 101ice Notes 
:>I'"' ... ·- . ;' ,-·. ,- .• -,,," • 
. Wedne~~.~Y• ... Feb,~ 10, 1 
. . p.m. -A student o~ the ~econd 
.. :, floorofHusmanreporteda$IOO 
: ·. · bill wai> ·stoI~n from ilis de~k 6e-
. ~tween Feb. 3 aiid I b. No suspect 
has been identifi~d. . . · ' 
. . . '.i !.' ' • 
. : ::.,:· -·.: ,,: ·1:· ; -'·'. 
, Thurs,day, Feb.) 1, "! p.m. 
· - ·A studentr~p~rted. solneone 
slashed the ieft rear tire . of her 
, c~ whi~e parked in. the ·~ohen 
. , ,Center parking lot. · · 
.. CAMPUS NEWS 
,lhu,rs~ay, F~b.J 1, 7 p.m •• -. · Sunday~ Feb. l4, J.O p.,n. - · 
·After reading last \Veek's·Police Afemalestudenf.in Brockman re-
:N6tes, i{fontra'ct·tieaning. custo- ,, ported .being\arnssed bJ an u~- • 
:diap,i~._9oh~J1.C~~terJ9µndJhe ·· i.dentified male. __ ,Th~ inci~ent is, 
g;s90wqrthoflos.t'\\fedding rings tinderinvestigatfon; · · ·· · 
,reported .missing; < : . ' . .. . ' Mtinday, Feb. 15, 1'0:30 a.m~ 
· :' ·;: s,.i~u'.day~ .ji~b. • t3, 12 ;~o ..;.. A non-sfodent was cited for driv-
· .. p~m~HA:Sto~~ifian'resid~nt.re- ing with a suspended license and' 
:,'pprted missing'hef.~allet after.leav- wi~~ suspended license plates .. The ·.··· 
)ng it ip 'the Musket~er Grill. The Sl!bject was dealt with by campus .. 
waifot;wasitumed·in to'·the Infor- policeand was not turned over to 
·.· mation Desk Without ~redi( cards, Cincinnati police. 
• ~ ~heck caid; driv~ril1ice1i'se and 
·, casti. . ·· · · ·. ... . . 
·.··;·.:. 
Police Note 
>oftlie week. 
,. Sunday, Feb. 14, 4:50 
: a.m~· -A student was cited 
for underage consumption 
. ~f alc()hol and public in~ 
.·. toxication when he was 
·· found passed out in the 
·men's restroom on the 
ground floor of the Univer- · 
sity Center:' . 
TJ;l~~,!cer: ,~~{)ugh of tllerough stl.ltf 
Continue.d froi:n page 1 · have only with a higher quality,'; nize the advantages of more qual- the' idea::to haH councils to gain 
·'\Because the initial request·to . said Tracey. ity toilet paper," .said Tracey; .. _ their support 
. change was student driven; to use a ·All of the final options are two- .: Tracey hopes students in theresi~ . ··,"While I realize .. this isn't 'the 
product that' Would help' close the ply toilet paper, and will be avail-. · de'nce halls will notice'a difference most pressing issue on·campus,it 
recycling foop, we were excited . able in single rolls, as distributed in their toilet paper when they re- is a stud~nt ccmcer.n, and one many 
• this change wasstiident driven as ; to Kuhlman, Husman and Buenger, turn.from Spring Break. would Iiketo-~ee :changed,'' said 
well,'' said Tracey. · and industrial-size rolls, such as 'Afterthe initial implementation Cull. · · · · 
Although a particular brand has those in Brockman. The ·existing oftheriewbrand in residence halls, J~niorI<fisteri,B~ker, preside~t 
notyet been selected, two compa- . supply of Acclaim, produced by depending on any additionaJ ex- ofEarthcare, sees nothing -wrong 
nies; ·Kimb'erly-Clark and Fort · Fort Howard; must be used before penses and Tracey's feel for usage with matci'ng the change as IC?ng as 
Howard Paper,.are making presen- any new rolls appear. . . . and costs, the two-ply will possi- it. is. still between 80~90 percent re-
.' tations·of their products this week. Kimberly-Clark is presenting . htY expand: t9 the academic build- cyeied:· . . 
The ·options.· being considered , their . Surpass line/which. is their ·. · ings. and University Center. ·"We are OK with having reduced 
. range froin 40~90 percent recycled '·. office paper directly recycled to the / The .11ew ·product will probably recycling. within tqilet: paper, but 
. fiber. . .~ ' : ; ' ' ' !,,manufacturing process, and boasts . amounfto a 22 percent increase in really, it's such a small sacrifice for 
The product Xavier was using a highei: quality origi11al product , cost forXavier. the benefit of so many, especially 
seven years '!!-go was between 20~ as v.rell .as· recycled product; a f~a:_, '· "A l9t of-. people in the dorms. since so much.of it is so frequently 
40 percent r'cfoycled; something ture Tracey is interested in. buy the.ir own toilet paper anyway, us~d,'.' s.a~d Barker, 
Tracey referred to as "not' environ- "Since we made the. original so it seems like a great idea,'~ said "It (100 percent recycled toilet 
' mentally wise.'~.. . .. ;. ' . change seven years ago, tech no I~. .freshman student senator'] ulie paper).is totally acceptable for my 
"We'd like t6 duplicate what we .ogycha's improved, and.we• recog- Hammersmith; .who helped present use;" she said. . . . 
'J· ·1; t '• .,., t'·,., ,;.. . .. I 
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Makeover· 
··magic 
Above, one of the three · 
students chosen in the SAC 
sponsored make-over 
shovvlastVVednesday 
presents her nevv clothes, 
hair and make-up to the 
audience. 
STUDY IN 
. . ' 
. - ' ' . 
. \N)\JOL JNClNG A Gl\ADUATION SERVICE.S E\'E.N'J' I 
G$T1 $Qtf1\RED AWAY 
·SP.RI.NG BREAK '99 • PANAMA ~ITY BEACH, FLORIDA· 
OXFORD. 
Live With British· 
. stude~~ ·in ·~e 
,center·QfOXford .. 
I .• as an A.Ssociate Student 
of ar10xford college ai: 
. . an'afforda}Jle p~ice ...• 
· :$8,25Q' a ~~~est~~ .. 
. ·. '·rwii~~. H~)li~irlg, · 
,Meals in.clud~d., .·. , 
Summer term option 
Oxford Study 
Abroad Progran,uD.e 
33-35 George Street 
.. Oxf~rd .OX12AY,England 
. Tel~phon~ arid F~cs:lrriile: · 
011 441865 798738 
•''I ' 
. ·· E-mail: 
osap@osap.demon.co.uk 
Goicha. If you're reading this little block of. 
text you must have free time. Exercise it 
wisdy by joining the scaffof the award-
wiD,ni~g Xavier Nnuswirt. Call 745-3607 
and apply today; 
, I . ,, ·•• • .. J.!.;' .•. . - .· ' ,•' 
,,.,}) 
··,··· 
,.,;}Tftke car.e .of all .your ·. 
fil8.9-ua,t,i9r(n~eds at once~ . 
' :·~ . :. ;~;, .: • : . ~ . : • - ; .. .'= :· ;·: .' . : •. . -
.r 
SENIORS; qider your personalized Graduation 
, ":,:'i' ·· . '.~ > ' >:'i AnnounbementS' · ·... ··. ·. 
and ~~1.ll'"x~vier U~iversity Class Ring 
'' . Feb. 22 & 23 
from H a.m.-3 p.m: and 5 p.m.,. 7 p.m. 
· · . outside the xv Bookstore · · · 
Save up, to $225 on your XU Ring during this event. 
Ask.aboufthe interest free credit card installm~nt pl111L · ·• 
. ,.. ·. . . .· ·' . . . ·;· ....... , . ' 
:.• 
.,, 
",, ltS all g9od! 
·~· 
·, ·, 
Aiid ·this S-p;ri,ig Break • 
, . , ,.it~l all here .... 
Located next door to Spil)~cr,~ Ll.Vda, the Bomiwalk 
Beach RcSon is Spring ~reak HC:illquancrs for Panama City 
Beach, Florida. Anda.those to srs BC:icli Club '99, you'll bi: 
.immersed in ~e .Cl=ntcr.~fa1J tJ\c non,~op pan:y, il'ti~n!. 
· So partywidi'tbouSariid.s, Luulecp with chc best! a 
b ~· .1 t h t t' ... 11 r I 
'99 SPRING BREAK 
·.~ACKAGE: 
s39· 
JNClUDES: 
Gulf front . 
.. acc~mmodations 
Free passes to 
Spinnalier & LaVela 
> H;st to c..orts Illustrated 
'.' · · aeaTh Club •99 · 
': ~ . 
·,•··~·E·w·s·w11tE 
· Jiarder news. More'issu~s. Better than.ever. 
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Prof goes ··to GerBiany. oi;t Fulbright 
AMY SCHELL · , · · · · ··· · · ·· - · · , · Madgesadmitsili~hhemostdif-
Feature Writer . ficul{part of the 1pr6fessfonal expe-
Theology professor Dr. Bili' rienc~ will be actually teaching 
Madges does. not take offense when Classes in German:' He c'an read the 
his colleagues and students ap- language pto'tidently, but is brush-
proach him with, surpr~~ed glances ing up on his oral skills' .. 
and ask, "You're still here?"· Still,. he is looking forward to 
Itis a reasonable question since being in Germany and "seeing how 
Madges. is officially oh sabbatical different ii: is since. the last time I 
this semester, a sabbatical granted ·· was)here · - culturally, soCially, 
after he was awarded the presti- . economically, politically and aca-
gious Fulbright Fellowship. demically. I imagine it will be a 
Madges will bejn . Germany very different place." 
s~ing March 1, dofog research The last time he was in Germany, 
. ,an~ teaching a classafTubingen the country was divided and.there 
University for the semester-long was a·lot of tension between East 
fellowship. · · and West Germ.any. It was right af-
. He is still at Xavier because the ter the solidarity movement in Po-
winter semester atTubingen runs land and border·checks were·very 
from late October until mid Febru- strict. At one checkpoint, Madges 
· ary. Madg~s:wm be.teaching and recalled,ihebackseatofhiscarwas 
researching. from March until the removed to search for contraband. 
end of July. He is also looking forward .to at-
''The last time I was in Germany, tending a conference in the united 
· 17 years ago, the wall was still up. Berlin. 
I'm looking forward to. seeing the Madges joins the ranks of over 
changes that have occurred,'' said 225,000 Fulbright scholars, includ-
. Madges. He was awarded the grant ing writer John Updike, musician 
after a long, in-depth' application Aaron Copland, journalist Roger 
· process, which he began· in May Rosenblatt, U.S. Senator. Daniel 
1997 .. · . Patrick Moynihan,,and two qther 
The application included letters professors at Xavier, Nancy 
of recommendation and a research NEWSWIRE PHOTO ev ERIN MOONEY Berteaux, who went to Germany for 
project description. "I had to jus- Theology professor Dr. Bill Madges was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship toteaC:h atTubingen economics, _and Michael Sweeney, 
tify why I needed to do my research University in Germany. While there, he will be researching Catholic theologian•Johannes Kuhn~ who is in. ~ussia. teaching and 
in Germany,"Madges said. "After who ·taught at Tubingen in·the 19th century. · studying. philosophy. 
all, there are excellent libraries all ·· · According to Madges, it is quite 
over-'-Why was it necessary to go cational exchange activities.· It was ·Because Kuhn taught at His wife, a direcfor of a library, an accomplishment for a .fairly 
to Germany?" established in 1946, in the wake of Tubingen, much of. his work is in and two daughters, ages .8 and, 11, . small university like Xavier to have 
After completing the applica- · World War II. thepn~v~rsity libnuythere. willjoiri him inGerrnany at the end . had. three p~ofessors awarded. the 
tion, he sent it to a screening com- ''The hopewa5.that the exchange Kuhn is part 9f a long line of of Ap~L: .•He will tlien'move from fello~shipin. the past few years; es-
mittee in Washington, D.C., which of students and teachers would lead scholars, including Hegel, .who the university guest house tO'' a . pedally · consiclering that scholars 
chose the best applications and sent to more global har1nony and coun- have .studied at the school 'since it ' larger resid,ence for international . across the nation compete for; the 
them, along .with comments, to a ·.. tries would. be Jess likely to go to wa~ founded i~ the midcll~ ~f the scholars. . .. ·.· , . . I ·• 20 to 30 a~atlabld positions· every 
screening committee in Germany. war," Madges said. This promotion IS th century. His daughters were initially very year. 
Tubingen University accepted . of good will is one of the main ben- . Madges himself studied in the excited when they discovered they "L would encourage my col-
him, and Madges began to contact efits of the program. HAB program at Xavier and at- · would be missing the last five leaguesandstudentstoconsiderthe 
people who would "sponsor" him "There are differenttypes of ex- . tended graduate school at the Uni- . .~eeks of school. These feelings · possibility' o~ studying in a foreign 
- that is, help him find accommo- change,'' said Madges. "There are versity of Chicago. He has been . · quickly became mixed when they counfry,''Madges said, "I've found 
dations and help acclimate him to scholarships for undergraduates teaching at Xavier for.16 years. · .. . found they would be attending, a that beh1g in another part of the 
the foreign country. and graduates and professors. Although Madges isJooki11g for- .. · German school with classes taught . world is very educatiorial. 
The Fulbright Fellowship pro- Some are sheer research ... mine is ward to working in Germany, leav- in German for the IO final weeks "It helps you understand the glo-
gram is an educational exchange lecture and research." ing at the end of February means a. of the term. bal co'mmuriity and realize the 
program sponsored by the U.S. In- Madges' research revolves few mo~ths witl}out his family, .. · ·.The family plans to travel uniqueness of America •. Whether 
formation Agency. ·The idea is for around Johannes Kuhn, a 19th cen- · "On a personal level; the hard- . through Europe for about two and you go to Rome, Nepal or Nicara-
USIA to promote·mutual,under- tury Catholic German theologian estpartwillbebeingseparatedfrom· a halfweeks after.the fellowship gua, it will be a ver)'valuable ex-
standing ani.ong nations and who taught at Tubingen from the my family fc>r .morethan. two ends, makillg·a stop in London for perience,'' he said. 
peoples through a number.of edu- 1830s to the 1880s. months," he said. - · thegi~ls. ; • 
Willi81Jl~ College of Business 
Exploring .Career. Options:· PartI· .. 
. . . i . . . 
Still. deddin:i on ·a 'inajor? . 
Gain·valua~l~ in_*ight into your skili'levyls and interests. 
.. : Self~Direct~d 'Interest Test· 
,''-.'I, ·•. '•" ' ' " 
.. Sign+rip: 
·:r.• ·•: ,. ,.r·:: •': 
. ::Febru?r°Y)7~23 ·:; . . . 
·second floor CBA. (7 45-3131 ). 
McClusky·@admin.xu.edu 
Locations: 
Dorm bulletin boards 
Prepru.:e forBusinessCareer Day~~ March 15, 1999.,· 
· · · · , . LOcati()il: .. Nieporte Lounge 
. Time: J:30 p.m'. ~ 2:4:5 .P.·m. · · ·· 
. ' . '~ ' ~·- . i.' . ' . . : . -. : . ·. . ' ·. . . ., _· .' . . . .· - . ' , . ' . ·. . . ., l, 
. Watch for more information in future Newswites or call 74S-4869. ·. 
. ::__ .. ·-·· ,.; ... : 
·.··.If YOU'RE·· 
LOOKING FOR·· 
.. a· ~ooo·nME, 
: ' ·1:. . . 
. The Xavief iv~Wswire is 
looking for several neW staff 
writers. If you. fi~ile a brain 'iible 
to process infon~ation arid; .· .. 
present it in a cogent manner, we 
could certainly use you.:.· ·.· · · 
· · . Being on staff· is ever}t': . 
· hedonist's dream. Don;t be left 
out! · · · ... ·· ·· ·· . 
·Have'···· 
som~thing 
you warit 
to· sell? 
TryTb~ NelHts~lr~'s 
classifieds. 745-3561 
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DiVi.ded p,olitical l3pdscape awaits Clinton 
_,. . :i . . ,, ·. ,' . . ' ' . 
BY Ci. ROBERT HILLMAN 
. Knight~Ridder Newspapers 
WASHINGTON -Now what? 
After Bmonth's of al~-out war trig-
gered by President c'Iintori's affair: .. 
with Mo11ic·a Lewinsky,. the Demo-
cratic president and Republican~ · · 
comoiar{ded Congress publi~ly pro- · 
fess peace. 
They vow to move from. th.~ 
scandal that has muddied' every-
thing in its path ,to what their. con~ 
stituents are demanding - prompt 
attention to the kitchen-.table issues · 
of the economy, education,.health 
care and retirement security. 
Even James Carville, the bulldog 
partisan who has raged at indepen- · 
dent counsel Kenneth Starr's inves-
tigations of the president, conceded 
on NBC's "To.day" show that the 
public W()uld be furious if·the 
nation's political leaders don't 
make peace. 
Bill Clinton .. 
Bitterness asid~, political an~lyst' 
Stuart. Rothenberg suggests there 
will be en~ugh "self-interest" 
among the parties to ~·get some leg-
islation down .the pike so iliat ev-
'' erybody can clailTl some suc-
cesses." 
. But' his expectations are. not. 
. great. He sees no deal this year to 
. save Social Security, as both the 
president and Republican congres-
sional leaders say they wantto do. 
Rather, he predicted more. modest 
agreements to shore up thenational 
defense or dole out smaller, targeted 
tax cuts~ 
"A big deal requires real politi-
easily across the Capitol rotunda to cal momentum that you usually 
members of the Senate, who acquit- have only when you have one party 
ted hiqi? Will the intraparty frac- controlling all the levels of power," 
tures heal themselves? Rothenberg said. "But.there are 
The short, best-guess answer is similarities in their agendas. So 
maybe, but it will be difficult. some stuff will get done." 
The president, well-known· for At the White House, aides are 
"They've got to do it," he said, 
· as the .$enate ended, its impeach-
ment trial of the president. 
But will they? Can the president 
and Congress bridge the· length ·of 
Pennsylvania Avenue that separates 
them? Can members of the House, 
who impeached the president, reach 
his fits of anger, is reportly talking quick to point out the president has 
of political retribution againstthose .. · continued to work with Congress, 
. Republicans who led the drive to even as its .. Republican leaders 
oust him. Gridlock looms in the moved to impeach him and force 
Free. preunancv 
·. ·1ests. ,,,·.' · · 
.24 hour helnHne, . 
. .. . .. ' . ·' '. 
··321~81d.IJ: 
. . . ' ' . . 
·' Pregna11cf '.Pfatieiil ·. 
Center, Ea~t, Inc. . . (' 
House, where the Republican mar-
gin is. a scant six votes. And even 
in the best of times, relations be-
tween the chambers can be rocky. 
him from office. 
"If anything, it was more awk-
ward while all of this was hanging 
over us," said Paul Begala, one of 
the president's senior political ad-
visers. 
Now that Clinton has been ac-
quitted, cooperation .should be 
"easier, not harder," he suggested. 
And. the president, in a string of 
carefully orchestrated events over 
the next several weeks, will relent-
lessly promote the agenda he out-
lined last month in his State of the 
Union address. 
On Capitol Hill, Republicans 
and some Democrats see things dif~ 
ferently. While his critics marvel at 
his sharp political instincts and 
finely honed communications 
skills, they remain suspicious. 
"They'll have to work with him 
to some degree, but no one's ever 
going to trust him," said John 
Weaver, adviser to Sen. John 
McCain, R-Ariz., who is preparing 
his own campaign for the White 
House in 2000. Privately, even 
some of Clinton's closest allies 
agree, fearing the president will go 
to any length to restore his tarnished 
legacy. 
'°'You have a big share of Demo-
crats that think ·he's somehow go-
ing to run to the Republicans to do 
deals," said one senior administra-
tion official who did.not wish to be 
identified. "And I think that's go-
ing to be real hard to do. The Demo-
crats will really hold his feet to the 
fire." 
Republicans are troubled, too. 
Not only have they watched their 
standing in the polls plummet as 
·they pursued the popular president, 
but there also are divisions in their 
own ranks.· 
Some moderates feel conserva-
tives were too hot in their pursuit. 
And House Republicans who failed 
in their bid to convict the president' 
on perjury and obstruction of jus-
tice charges feel that Senate Repub-
lican leaders torpedoed their case. 
In the Senate, Majority Leader 
Trent Lott, R-Miss., said he was 
willing to work with the president 
again, but "it won't be easy." 
"There will have to be a time 
when everybody goes off and thinks 
about what has happened here," 
Lott said after the Senate had ac-
quitted the president. 
"But I'm not going to let it cloud 
my idea of what weshould be do-
ing," he said. "We're going to move 
forward legislatively, and if he'll 
join us, that would be fine." 
Spec I a ls 
Cancun 
Jamaica 
Montego Bay 
· Neg'ril 
Panama City 
Quality Inn 
Days/Ramada 
from $399 
from $399 
from $399 
$99 
$139 
Call today! Space is iimited 
, 800648·4849 
www.sutravel.com 
• ~·tit .J~. Motherless Daughters -
A Support Group ·, 
Did you lose your mother before ~our . 
18th birthday? If you are 30 years old or 
younger this group is for you. Call Nina 
Tolley, LISW, 731-3346, for infonnation. 
This group Is free. 
Sponsored by Cancer Family Care. 
Funded bY Speaking of Women's Health .. · 
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STAFF EDITORIAL-
Lenten advice 
I n the spirit ·of the Lenten season, we at The Newswire thought it only fitting for the 
university to strive for the 
spiritualr~Juvenation that comes 
with giving up that which it 
holds dear and initiating new 
activities. We have thoughtfully 
compiled a few suggestions to 
Since there are no more 
parki11g spots to give up, the 
university may ~ant to consider 
giving up admitting new 
students until Easter to make 
sure there will be enough room. 
· for all Xavier students in the 
parking lots, dormitories and 
classrooms next year. 
. While exam in- -get the university 
moving in the 
right direction. 
First, and 
perhaps most 
important, as we 
reflect on our lives _ 
here at the 
university, it 
Spring ''Break" 
implies a respite 
from schoolwork, 
but professors have 
an uncanny ability 
ing our Le_nten 
cl:llendars, it al_so 
occurred to us that 
Spring Break is 
quickly approach-
ing. By some 
freak coincidence, 
the number of 
tests, papers a_nd 
projects greatly 
increases right 
around this _time. , -
would behoove us 
all to carefully 
consider who we 
want runningthe 
show next year. 
After_ all, we will 
to turn it into -
" . . spring pro;ect 
week." 
have to live with the decisions 
we make in the executive 
elections next week for a whole 
two semesters. -
In the interest of nature 
lovers evt?rywhere, we think it 
would be a good idea to give up 
planting bricks in the malls and 
go back to more conyentional 
grass; Our. exposure to Mother 
Nature is limited enough 
without destroying the last 
amount of greenery left on 
campus. 
Speaking of plants, it has also 
come to our attention that the 
university will be exchanging 
the bark-like toilet paper we 
now use for a softer variety. 
Kudos to this effort; we only 
hope it comes in time for Lent. 
Not only does 
such intensive 
. study detract from our spiritual 
reflection, but it also defeats the 
whole purpose behind Spring 
Break. Spring ''Break" implies 
a respite from schoolwork; but 
professors have an uncimny_ 
ability to turn it into "spring ., .. 
project week''. fortheir students. 
··our pl~·a.then, iS to_the profes-
sors of this fine. institution, that_ --
they might have mercy on us'° -- -
and grant us the breakwe so 
desperately need. 
On a more serious note, as 
we approach ;·our fasting days, 
we would also greatly appreciate 
it if the cafeteria and Musketeer 
Inn would offer more non-meat · 
entrees on Fridays. 
-L.M.C. 
for The Newswire staff 
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Killers are DotcourageOus 
• ' ·· ·.· .- · .·· ·I · , ' , 
BY JAKE MAHLE 
Guest Colwnrzist · 
-'In the Feb. 10 issue of The 
Newswire~· Tam· Lynn's-column, 
"Death penalty: ethic of ven-
. I fi~.d it_ impossible to 7Jiew ·a cpnp~cted _ --
criminal who has deprived another of life· 
geancei'.:' -makes_ a valiant effort to - - . -- ·- - --' . - -. - - : -
argue against the,.~mployment of ' "{JS mof~ ~?lf'l°/fgeou~ tha:n·someone ~hf!· -· _-, 
the death penalty; particularly iri , - - -- . . :~~~~ ~~!hr:!;~J;~s;sdaa:!~:i~~~:~~ -.:wo'tks __ ~i~ ~make a: qifforence;.-~rz · the•::wo·~td.·-
recentpapa1 visitto St. Louis. Un~ fo~tunately, Lynn;s argum~nt i_s "given th~;stric(~ecurity measifres criminals intent on harming so~i~ 
misg4ided,stemminglargelyfrom, iri.ourprisons,~h~9eath_penalty,is ety,/:7 .. -- ,- " , .. ' - -
hi~ mis~nder~i~ndfn·g' of pu~is·h:· -:· .. not necessary• f9rthe protectibri of.• . ) 'llpori revi~wing Lynn·'s. state~/ 
ment and, particularly, capital pun- society!' Apparently, the escape ment, -"when we point .to the:'h:tur~ 
ishment. and ·~iot-proo'f prisons whiCh are derers and the rapistsind C:allthem 
The crux of Lynn's article re- now so widely evident mean- that evil and s.~i'-tll,eg{i.~art fro~?°our­
sides in his decla'ration that"to eri::. ,the death penalty is no longer re~ - selves, when.we blindly' imptison 
dorse the death penalty is to eri- -- 'quired. - ., _-- - - theni and murder them, we··areJy-
drn:se an ethic of vengeance." Lynn _ This_logic shows an egregfous ing to oursdve~ aboutour o~n re~. 
instructs the reader that this decla- -misinterpretatiClri of the intention "of ality, our- reality .,9f being abl~ 'tp 
ration is best undersfood "in the punishment on tfre part of Lynn. -. murder, to violate on .our own," I 
context ofth~ 'penal; system as a .Society punishes peqple for two rea- , · can only conclud~ that Lynn's logic 
whole," a system which, according sons:, they have violated the acceptecL in this situationistruly unique'. , . _ 
to Lynn, has two functions: "to standards and norms of that society Though! mustadmit we do.uni~ 
protec;t society's members and to - the law - and, therefore, they -versally possess the ability tci .l:ie-
help those under the care of [the] merit reproach; and; perhaps more have in such.an immoral manner, 
system.~· It is' here that Lynn has importantly; by punishing a person the fact is, th~:vast majority of the 
made his most serious mistake. who has' committed -a:- crime; other. ' population does. not. It seems plau-
Iiuriates·inthe care of our penal members of society _who might be sible to me to ac~cmnt for the death 
systl?m are there for·a>reason: they inclined 'to disobey the law are per- - '. penalty not as s()me therapeutic. 
committed a _crime; We, as ·a soci- suaded to follow it, having s~n the · device )Vhich the'A~erican public 
ety, &ave decided the action which conseque~cei.W11,t~~u1t indisregard~ .uses tc:rfao1 ar'conso1e itself about 
they have -undertaken is wrong, ing the standards ofthe soc:iety. : ,_ ._:_ itsOwn shor.tcomings, but rather as_ 
and.,- as such, ~hey are to be pun~ - -,It, is' through this ;process that" the reasoned,. response to • crime 
ished for their actions. Nowhere - punishm6nt, and bf extensioh, the ~hl~h the public feels wilf provide 
in. his article does Lynn even note -p~nal,s):'stem, protects-the wl;tol~ o(. the greatest protection to society. 
the fact that those persons/'under society ~ by'de_terring; would~be, ; Finally, I am offended by Lynn's 
the care~\ of dur' penal system are ' wrong-doers with examples_ qfthtf'.'. statement proclaiming our brother-
there; in large part,for punishment. co_nsequences that await' th~ir· ac~ ' hood with these "courageous" 
Originally, I thought"this argu~ · 'tions . .This i_s the true gOalC>f pun- criminals. Lynn states that these 
ment:rilight l:>e. implicifin Lynn's - ishinent: deterrence arid .n;~iOte- criminals "are otir brothers, and in 
Jiiderstandirig of "tl1e prqtection of nanc:e of the laws ()f the;~()ciety. - -: many ways the most courageous of 
society,".~u(upoh fur.~her ex:aijli~: · The proponents,ofcli:pital p_un- our brothers- fo that they have 
nation, fr became clear that it was ishment generally argue iri this fash- stumbled and now exert themselves 
~~t. For Ly;~n. the_ pe~al system ion as well; they'hold that capital<' to rise.arid embrace the divine." I,, 
protects society's members by re- - punishment is the ultimate deterrent - genuinely wonder how many crimi-
m~ying those' people who hav'e and has.'the greatest, effect in pre- nals are striving to embrace.the di- -
c~rnrliit!,e:d transgr,es_~io~s, ~gairist venting· ilie'' occurre_~~e ._of future vine . 
thdaw from the gerie~al:;popufa;: . evii acts.: ~~d/as.:s~ch,, should be ¥ort;ov~r; I flnd)ti~p9ssi~l6 to --
tfori. · ·1 • ' maintained.· · -- - -- - - ,,,, view a convicted criminalwho has 
'Itappearscapitalpunishment, to · , •_1,'for rriy- part;.disagn:e -~ith _ deprived anotl16r df'life as more· 
Lyim, is just another step in the re~ '. C.11Pi.tal punishment_, p~tly ,fi:~-~ A :, courag_e()µS t~~n ,sg~e9ne w~_o 
rno'val of these. people. from soci-: : . pa.sic ·+¢s,pectfor. h~u1nan lif~/but :. works to"m'ake 'a .difference in• the 
ety- the death penaity represents __ '· in,ore·generally on theb¢~iefll;taflife - wor_ld_. In LY11.n'.s lpgic;James Earl 
a person;s-ultirnate relTiovaHronl' :.imprisonment Would::il{itfouth _._ Ray1 becomes more -collrageous 
society, 'a~d th~s' 11ociety _is ni~de ' . wpi:sJ 'punishm~n( Utan 'being )al~ tha~: the Re~.; :Mitrtin Luther: King, 
s~fe~ by his or her"apsence. Lynn,:·" low~d todle aft,~~-dnly a-..fe~ Years·:· Jr. - and statements like that deni-
·condtdes on thes~ grotiriCls'that the _ ~in'.priscnl';'.and,th'6refore: w_ouid"rep~ - grate the huina1-i"p~rsori--as the death 
d~~th' penalty is' "ufiw~rranted; -'re~ent .a:nitich greater deterrent' tc>; penalty never cotlld; - ' 
~ . . ~ ., ; , ; « ' . , I . , : ) , .~';; 1,;.': " . : . . ' • . . . • <,. ; .-.. 'j ~ ': : ·. 
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-MALL TALK~ 
:now; do-)'ou plan to observe, Lent?,· 
"I haven't thought · "I'll give up "Wlt)r should "yoJ 
give up ariythihg 
"By going to. "I'm going to stop "By being absti- "When is it?" "I'll stop going to 
about it too much sleeping because I.· Calculus." speeding." nent." the bathroom 
· · don't have time for -Maria Michels because it's too yet. l think I'll . wheq those are the 
give up chocolate." it." . things that make -Matt Kucharson ....'..colleen Garlick -Kerry Sharpe Freshman much hassle." 
you who you are?" Freshman Freshman Senior 
-Julie Italiano -Jenny Chwalibog. 
Freshman · · Freshman .:...John Wittig· 
·Freshman 
- NAT I 0 NA L . P'·E· R .. s p EC. T' I v·E 
'Volunteer' should. not be put.to death 
. BY CHAD ENGELLAND someorie like Berry, who has been 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher suicidal and mentally ill for years, 
Whether you oppose or sup- granting his wish for death can-
port the death penalty,. this not qualifyas punishment. 
Friday's scheduled execution of If anything, it qualifies as eutha-
Wilford Berry is a grave mistake nasia or mercy killfog. Whatever 
for Ohio. . . . · . your views on this issue, it is dear 
Neither of the two proposed euthanasia is not a punishment. 
justifications for the death penalty, Berry's status as a volunteer 
punishment and. deterrence, apply ·also belies any cl.aims that his 
to the Berry case. Dubbed "The .. death will dissuade would~l:ie 
Volunteer," Berry waived his murderers. 
rights to the appeals process and The only reason Berry is be-
demanded to be put to death. ing killed is that he waved his right . 
For punishment to work, it to appeal. The message sent is not 
needs to be contrary to the will "if you commit murder, you will 
and desires of the criminal. For die," bui"if you commit'niurder; 
you cari. 'die if you want to." 
In Ohio, 191 prisoners are on .. 
Death Row. Since 1963, no one 
in this state has been executed. 
Killing Berry does not benefit 
the state nor does it-protect future 
victims by deterring potential 
murderers. Yes, Berry is a kill~r 
and should ·be. kept incarcerated 
for the good of society. Yet his 
death would equate to state-spon-
sored ~uthanasia, •a bizarre form 
of punishment and a dubious de-
terrent.• 
In light of this, Governor Taft 
should commute Berry's sentence 
to life impri~onment · · 
- l' E · T: T E R S · T 0 THE' EDITOR-
Article logic flawed · 
.I• 
cally, people 'wiJl use drugs, so· 
let's legalize narcotics .. 
I totally agree with the reasoning ·. It should be clear by now how employed by Justin Klekota in .. superior this line of reasoning sup-
Jast week's Newswire; Our gov- ported by Klekota is. 
ernmental policies should be for- I hope our elected officials re-
mulated according strictly to "sci- alize this and lead us into a brave, 
entific evidence, reason and pru- new world. 
dence."· -MattAbens 
Senior Since this is how the .govern-
ment slrould approach abortion, it 
should approach several other is-
sues in the same manner. 
Realistically, there will always 
be prostitutes, so let's legalize · 
prostitution. Realistically, under-
age teens will smoke and drink al-
cohol;· so let them do it. Realisti-
Shameful omission 
In regards to the Feb; 3 News-wire, l was disappointed to see 
that none of the: people inter-
viewed for "Mall Talk" suggested , 
that Optimus Prime be com-
memorated on Mount Rushmore.· 
·,·.' 
Prime should be honored for 
his vigilance . against the 
· ·Decepticons. His motto-.''Free" 
dom is the right of all sentient be- . 
·ings" - is. a ,-,.,.,.-c-...,,,;-,~,...,,..,-,.,,..,, 
rallying cry 
for all Ameri-
cans. 
·I only wish 
there was 
. room for ·the 
' entire Trans-
formers col-
lection. 
-Parker 
Niemann 
Senior· 
. OPTIMUS PRIME 
-RANT-
-P.J. Zimmer 
Junior 
Water worth extra money? 
BY ALAN THOMAY last year to the Oxford community 
Guest Columnist and Miami University. It seems the 
It seems the water fountain 'has water purification system allowed 
. becom'e the latest modern conve- some potentially harmful elements 
nience to be forgotten, as evidenced to be introduced into the water sup~·· 
by bottled water slowly becoming ply. A disgusting tragedy, for sure, 
the fad of the '90s. You' can go any-. but hardly a regular occurrence. . 
where and see .the unmistakable In fact, of all the contaminants 
clear-ridged bottles. your body is in contact with, experts 
It is as if for some absurd reason· agree. that only one percent comes 
water manufacturers believe the pub~ from water. · In addition, fap water 
lie consumer forgot the color ofwa- must be tested for over 180 chemi-
. ter. Evian and Naya are just a· few cals on a very regular basis. The 
of the many products that dispiay . regulations for bottled water are not 
the crystal clear liquid i1;1 those nearly as strict. 
handy containers. Other brand Yet, beyond all these points, I 
names elude me because the simply have to marvel at the ac-
. nature ofthe product tends to tual concept of bottled water.' It 
blur individuality. It is, after is, after all, one of the basic 
· all, only water, 'right? building blocks oflife, which 
Many people say no, we all _depend upon d!!Y 
as is indicated by the after day. 
enormous growth of· Water is ·simply 
the bottled water in~ twp hydrogen atoms 
dustry over· the past and an oxygen atom 
few years. The safety which form readily-
and taste of tap water observable liquid and 
are among the reasons solid forms in the tem-
many people are will- perati:ire ·range of 
· ing to purchase costly earth. . It seems to be 
bottled w~ter'. Yet, my on.e ~f the few things 
question is, can you allpeople should have 
honestly tell the differ- · an uncontested right 
ence? to. 
If you can taste the Yet; bottled water 
difference betwee_n companies developed 
tap and bottled water,·· ·t~e idea to buy a body 
I must admit you~ of water, separate it 
senses are much more · into tiny clear. plastic 
Th N Q . . '. . acute than my' qwri. bottles and sell it at . . e . ews ·. .· UIZ . Yet, if you are positive outlandish prices. 
BY MARK MCD~NA~D . you would identify.the ~d~'· . ,. .. I'~ not Sll~~ who I find 
.. dictive clear splverit over regular tap more humorous., the COI1lpanies that 
· • PBS announced it plans to launch a 24-hour a)a stuffed imposter was used at funeralcereirio- water in a taste test; the solution is make an~ _sell the potent tonic or 
channel devoted to children 's·programming; High- nies because the real Wiarton Willy· was not found actually quite simple. those willing to shell out a dollar for 
lights include the shows "Barney_ and Friends" and unti) several weeks after death. . Most water treatment plants use one taste. At leastthe manufactur-
"Teletubbies." Critics complain: b) Rev.Jerry Falwell ordered a hit on Willy after .. 
a) the digital fqrm_. at will sharply limit the avail- . the_ .·_···gr_ou.·_ ndh6g•s ties to the_ "Te __ .letubbies" made him.·· · · ''chlorine as a way to kill mosf con- ers are making a profit. , 
· · · · . taminaf1tsfound in wat~i'. which pro- In the end, however; the h::~i is- · 
ability of the channeffor several years. . a threatto children. vt'de· s -the .·s'me.11 and tas.te th.at most . ' .. · . . . . . . .. . : ' 
sue comes down to'personalprefer-
b) Barney, TinkyWinky and "Reading Rainbow" · . c) Willy had not died· but defected to join the people who are vehemently opposed ence. For those who can tell the di f-
all pointto ll. homosexual conspiracy at PBS.; . . higher~paid u:s; Punxsutawney Phil. . t t · t 1 . f tierence betw·e· en .the two· choi'ces· ·on 
. c) there's enough mindless programmfrtgdn te_fo- · · · • .A.hig.·h sch()OI in Inglewood, Calif.;(about 10 . ... 0 ap wa er comp am 0 · 
visfon already.:· . . .. . .·. · . miles from Los ·Angeles) canceled celebrations of However, chemist Jim Bishop,· a regular basis,obviously bottled 
· · · · · · ·· · Ontario's main water specialist, ex7 wateds the ccirrect choice. . . 
• The Indone_sian parliament coilfirme __d military .·Black History Month and Cinco_ ,de Mayo to ayoid_.· a . . . · .. · · · 
· · · , · .: plains that "if you leave tapwaterin · . However, for a poor, str_ uggling 
orders t() shootrioters on sight in the ·Strife~ridden h_istory Of Uncon. trollable riots between blacks and a glas··S·J·'ug· Wt'th 'an ai·r· space· at th.e college student like myself, a handy 
islands. Deputy parliamentary speaker Harl Sabarno .Hispani,cs,:who claim to be slig~ted·that a month is . . top in the fridge overnight or for at clear cariying cas~· (which will prob~ 
explained the order~:.- .. ·· · devo_ ted __ :to bl_ack_. history and orily a day toHisp' a_ ·n- . . · · 
a) don~t vi.elate human rights"so long as.itfol- ics. The school: · · least six hours, the chlorine evapo- ably only end up polluting the al~ 
· · · · rates, as does its. taste.;' In this as- ready contaminated· environment 
lows official prQ<:edure." . . . a) proposes to instead teach multicultural history pect, bottled wat~r has a tremendous . which gav~ the prdc;luct its gbod for-
b) will ease an amm,unition surplus; throughoutthe.year. advantage 0 ·ve. r·t·h. e r.eg. ular tap_ vari·~ .· · h fi · 1· )'· .. · · · ·· · tune. m t e trst_ p ace . 1s not worth 
c) W,ill keep the militarYJ~repared for world con- b) plans to trim history from the curriculum to ety by generally orily .~bing ta_st~d, the dollar. 1 know the water isn't quest. . . . .. ;; . . ·. ' . . institut_e .. confl.~ct resolution courses and empathy. when c· old. . . . . . . . . . . ' 
, ··· · · worth the money be. cause I_ can walk 
• CanadianGroundhog Day organizers·caine· ·building exercises; 
clean on the death of the Canadian ·groundhog . ) 1 ti 11 h ed f h ful As for safety, many of us remem- · to the nearest water fountain and get c ·P ans to 0 dw t e prec ent 0 ot er: success · ber the warning to boil water issued the sanie refreshment - for free. 
Wiarton Willy, admitting: democracies and have police shoot rioters on sight . , . 
. ~. .. 
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Rifle team shoots· 
for quaUfic.~tioll 
The Xa'-'.ier fifle squad came 
up with a solid effort in their 
qualifier match last Saturday for 
the NCAA Championships. 
The qualifier, hosted by •• 
Xavier, saw the Muskies take on 
Nebraska, Morehead State and 
the West Virginia Mountaineers, 
a national powerhouse. 
. The Musketeers finished sec-
ond, and were only 17 points 
from capturing first place with a 
.total score of 6,158. West Vir-
ginia, ranked third in the coun-
try, edged out the Muskies for 
first place. 
Senior captain Karyn Juziuk 
continued her impressive run this 
year lt~adtrig Xavier in both 3-po-
sition and air rifle events. Juziuk 
finished second among all shoot-
ers with an outstandirig score of 
392, one poiitt short of first. She 
also finished third in the 3-posi~ 
tion competition. 
· ·xu was also led by senior co:..' 
captain Ted Rozman, who fin-
ished fourth among shooters· ih 
air rifle. Freshma'n shooter 
Danielle Langfield also helped· 
Xavier's cause as ·she finished : · 
ninth in 3-positioir, and 'eighth 
overall in air rifle. 
XU must now wait for the re-
sults from bther qualifiers around 
the country to see if they have fin-
ished as one of the· top eight 
schools iri the ·country;· qualify-
ing them for the NCAA Cham-
pionships. · · 
Meanwhile, the squad will 
prepare for the Midwest America 
Rifle Championship, which takes 
place on Feb. 28. · 
Swimmers toA-1.0. 
· Championship ... 
Xavier's men's and women's 
swim tea~s ~ill be making their · 
way to Buffalo, N.Y.,for the Bell 
Atlantic Atlantic 10 Men's and 
Women's Swimming and Diving 
Championships beginning this 
Thursday· in the Flickinger 
Aquatic Center. . . 
Leading the way for the Mus-
keteers will be juniors Scott Cain, 
Andrew Nixon, Jan Feichtner and 
Nancy McDonald; sophomores 
Rachel Reilly and to~is Dissd; 
and . freshmen Michael 
Blooriifield, Geoff Brown and 
Kelly Wilson. , 
These Xavier· squads, guided 
by head ·~oach George Rathman 
and assistant Jonelle Bosse, are 
some of the bes( in recent 
rriemo~y ·~n'd ha~e ·a ·charice to 
better Iastyear's teams; finishes. 
Eleven conference records for 
the worrien and fiv~ for the men 
fell at last year's championships 
in.the 4o total events'< 20.men;s .. 
and 20 women's). . . 
. St Bonaventure will try to 
take its fourth straight women's 
title, while the Massachusetts 
rriell will go for the.ir four~h 
straight championship as well. . 
Competitfon' will conti'nue' 
until Saturday. · · · .· 
.... ·. 
... "'',. SPORTS THE XAVIER NhvswIRE. 
Women knock oft Tua, Salle, G W 
BY MATf BARBER· 19, before Xavier .·A lO~point rtm·by XU,.,incl.ud-
. • Sports Editor · chippedawayirithe >'ing · · t.wo three-pointers by 
Entering the second-to~last final minutes of the : 'L~viindusky, pushed thel~affto 12 
·weekend .of Atlantic. 10 play on a first hi:llf. · witi\'6:33, remainihg in/fhe :half, 
three~game skid ·was not exactly •· The sc.ore stood · _beforeG~rgeWashingfonchipped 
where the XU wo.men's b11s.~etball .· 30~Z4 in favorofLa : . th~Jeacfd6wn tq fiye'poi*s by half-
team wanted toj:ie, especjaH:Y:with S a'.He''.as the; t~o :.:!'.':time, 26~21. : ··•. '·: ; , · .·· · · · 
',La Salle and .George Washirigfon, · tea~'s hea'.ci~ into ....... ' . N6ither t6~in·!shot very weli'in 
to whom the Musketeers had the locker r~oms . the first half; XU made 38.5 per-
dropped a game each, coming into . for halftime. ' · ,· cent of its shots and GW made 32.1 
town for two key West Division Xavier shot a . p~rce11~ of its att~mpts. The.second 
games. measly 32.1 per- hai{ was more of; the same for the 
La Salle dropped XU, 63-61, af- cent from the floor Colonia~s while Xavier started1T1ak-
ter the Musketeers got stuck in in the half and was ing its shots count. 
Atlanta's airport because of an ice just .1-7 from be- >George Washington's shots just 
storm earlier this season, and just hind the three-point · would not go in, while the Muske-
last weekend the Colonials dropped arc. Conversely, La teers righted their shooting woes. 
Xavier, 99-64, after XU lost by one Salle made half of· A three-pointer by Griggs pushed 
in the final seconds to then No. 14 the 24.shots they at~ the lead backup to 11 points; but 
Virginia Tech. tempted, including <·'XU' did no.t stop there. Baskets by 
Revenge was the order of the 5-9 from three~ Phillips and junior forward Kim 
weekendforXavier .. (19-6 overall, point range. .··'Hotz; coupled witjl. the freet~.row 
10-4fo theA-10) as they dispatched Xavier imniedi- ~ •·• ,· shooting ofofiggs.and~Tuukkanen, 
FILE PHOTO 
both the Explorers ( 13-11, 6-8) and ately began in the Sophomore forward Taru Tuukkanen (5) had stretched the lead all the way to 18 
GW (16-7, 10~3) to end its longest second half to chip a douf'.?le,-double against La Salle and scored points, 44,~26, with 9:20 remaining 
losing streak oftheseason and get away at the six- 22 points against GW. . . . .. . . . in the game; . , . 
back to their winningw11ys with just pointJ<;:ad the Ex- GW's perimeter shooting got hot 
two conference games remaining. : plorers' held: . A. three. from Kremer had less than i~pr~ssi~e for ~ short tirne, as the Colonials 
·For the second straight game, . Levandusky with 15:50 le'ft in .the Iinesforthegame,acomb.inednine buried four three-point~rs ov.er'a 
sophomo~e point guard Jen Parr · contest knotted things at 34.~all, but points, thr~assists, nine tw:novers two-min~te span to dose th~ rriar" 
. started in place of senior Nikki . La Salle continµed to puli away (eight by Parr) and two steals (both gin to 13 poirits, 53~40. A 6-0run 
Kremer, who was resting a hyper- from the Musketeers. . . . . by Parr). freshman shooting guard a short time later brought George 
extended knee that she first injured The Explorers '1ed 43~38 \Vith '. Katie Griggs }ed the M;usketeers in Washir{gto~ to as. dose as eight .. 
the last time Xavier faced L~' Salle · 13: 10. to go w'hen Parr found assists withfiv~. . . ·· · points behind the Musketeers, but · 
on Jan. 15. Against Cincinnati, . Levaitdusky cutting to the basket The ;s'tars:<l:(the game were they 'would getrio cfo~er. : ,,, 
Kremer was on the be#:h in street ' and fed hedor' the lay-up, and the Levandusky a~id sophomor~ for- The 'colonials had no choice but 
clothes, but fo( this game, she 'was ' foul. .. The play sparked .a 9-0 XU , ward Jen Phillip~. Levandusky led . I to foul Xa~ier in the .closing' min~ 
in uniform and wa.uld see actfon. run, capped off by a Parr three-' all scorers with 22 pa.ints; and utes, but XU shot'well fro~' the line, 
befo~e the night .ended. .. pointer to put Xavier ahead, 47-43,. added efoht. reb~und~~ .. :f>iiillips ,r~7 . its last nine poirits cmning oii free .· 
. Xavier held, an early five-point with 1) minutes remaining. . . •. corded her third double-dmible of. thrriws~ As the clock rrioved closer 
·lead before tWO ,quick three~point~ .. . Kremer made h,er, first: appear~ the se~SQ~.·W~th 'fa.p~~nts ancf 14 and closer to zero, G\Y Stopped 
ers by the Explorers gave them a 6-.. ance of the game lo' seconds later;.. rebounds .. Sophomore ceriter Taru fouling, realizing the game was fost. 
5 lead .. It would be nearly halfway. subbing in for Parr, and the crowd Tuukkanen added nine points; and · ...• The w.in put Xavier just a half-
. through· the second> half before cheered exuberantly; Unfortu- sen~or small forward Jonelle Riley · game behind George Washingtonfo 
Xavier regained the'1ead in the nately, three quick Explorer baskets contribllted three steals for Xavier. ·the West Division .. Xavier has two 
game, as a lay-upand two more putLaSallebackontheleadingend , ThelasttimeXavierandGeorge A-10 games rem~·ining, against 
threes from La Salle answered. two of the score before Kremer found Washington met, XU turned the ball Temple and East Division leader, 
baskets for Xavier by 'sophomore he.r groove with the rest of the team; over 35 times and lost by 35 points.. St. Joseph's. GWhas three .contests 
guard Nicole Levandu~ky. XU was . Kremer put in a lay-up to. tie the This time, Xavier held GW to just left in the conference, . against . 
behind 14-9 with 12:47 remaining game at_49 and La Salle managed· 35 percent shooting .and ran· off a Rhode Island, Duquesne and Vir-
in-the first half. ' · · · only five more points over the 8:42 68-56 victory; · ginia Tech. Next weekend will be . 
. The lead stayed .about the same . left in the game, Xavier poured in The implications of the game crucial to both teams. 
for the next f~w minutes until XU 17 more points as they pulled away were huge, so Kremer started and Tuukkanen had 22 points and 
pulled to within two points of the for the yictory, 66~54. played 38 minutes. The Musketeers eight rebounds to lead the Muske-
Explorers, 21-19, with 4:31 to go Xavier shot an even 50 percent and C.olonials are battling for s~- teers. Phillips added 14 points and 
. in the half. La Salle then went on a for the second half, holding La Salle ond piace in the West Division of Levandusky added 12, and they . 
6-0 run and led by eight points, 27~ to 34.5 percent shoo'ting. Parr and the A-10,, which carried with it a each collected eight rebounds. 
' ' · . · · first-round bye in the Atlantic 10 . • Hotz ended the game with eight 
.0 ........ ,.·· ...... '·!C!.· , n ap · · 
. , .' ': ,. . . . '. . .. . - . ' . 
Thursday, Feb. 18 
•Men's and women's 
swimming at Atlantic 1 O 
Championships in Buffalo, , 
N.Y. · 
'•i. 
Friday, Feb~ 19 
~Women'~ ba~ketballat 
Temple at 1· p.m·. . · 
•Men's and w~~en's . 
swimming ·at Atlantic' 1 o 
Championships in Buffalo~ 
. NX. 0 
SaturdawFeb. •20 
•Menis b~sketb~n·at 
Massachusetts at 'ifooli. 
·",·. 
•Men's and.women~s . 
· · swimry;iJng at.Atl!3ntic 10 . 
Champ1onsh1ps ni Buffalo; 
N.Y. 
' .. '.: .. ·: i1 ·.·•·' 
SundaY, Feb. 21 
' •Women's' basketball at St.. 
Joseph~s ~t 7 p.m. 
Home games are in-bold 
. .. ' . . ; : ~ . [' . 
Tournament Virginia Tech, at13- points and a· team~high 10 re- · 
1 in the conference, is virtually a bounds. Levandtisky and Kremer,, 
lock for first place in the West.· each . had .eight assists, and 
GW scored the game's first two .. Levandusky grabbed·· four re~. 
. points on a jumper fromjustinside bounds. 
the three-point arc. It was the last Xavier will travel to Philadelphia 
.lead'' the, Cdloniais would hold. ·A; ·.to take on Temple and St. Joe's this 
lay-up· and two free .throws by ·weekend and then have almost a 
Tuukkanen gave XU a 4-2 lead with week to prepare for the Atlantic 10 
17: 10 left in the first half, and .the' . Tournament; hosted in Philadelphia 
· Musketeers never looked back,· . by Temple, beginning on Feb. 26; 
' ,, 
MEN'S BASKETBALL •. 
.. ·vs; MAsSACHUSETIS. 
. . Noon Saturday.in · 
Amherst,.Mass.• :· -.;,. , 
·Last year, .u:M:ass1s'napped 
• XU's 16-game·home winning· 
,_streak with'a ;73~62 viCtory: 
The loss to the Minutemen' was' 
the only IOss'for X~vier in the 
Cincinnati Gardens>a11 ~eason. 
'.' 'XU will iook to return the :fa-
" 
. ' vor early Saturday 'when the}' 
visit ·Amherst, Mass. The' ' 
game will be onESPN;','' .. 
THE' XAVI E Il NEWSWIRE SPORTS·. 
POSEY'S ALL-AMERICAN GAME 
A SLOW START .· 
' During last week) f<?ur days of 
preparation, the XU: c9aching staff .. 
and 'practice squad atteriipted to ... 
Even though Xavier could not . 
have beaten Tempi~ without the · 
contributions from the above-men-
tioned youth, the team's star of the 
game was Posey. In 39 minutes of 
action, Posey scored a game-high 
21 'points, ·had six steals, blocked -
six shots, grabbed five. rebounds 
arid dished out three assists. simulate the Owls' zone, but it just 
can't be done: This was apparent · 
in the first few minutes of Su'nday's 
game: Temple jumped out· early 
and had an 8-0 lead 2:45 into the · 
game.' 
"You can't get down· just be-
cause you trail Temple," said sopho- ·· 
more Maurice McAfee~ · ''You hil~e 
to keep your head :up and know that 
you can coine back. Once you start 
. doubting yotir ability, .your. play is 
just going to get worse. We just had 
to pull together as a team and stick 
by each other." · 
McAfee and his teammates did 
just _that and slowly' crept into· the 
game. 
The Musketeers were not able to 
gain the _lead froin the Owls, but 
with the help of a 9-3 ruri to end 
the first half, they were within one 
at the inforlnissicin, 28~27; 
· Much of the half ·~a~ a battle 
ov~r the style of the ganie; Temple 
attempted. to slow the. game· down · 
and utilize its effiCient half-court 
Offerise 'arid trappi~g 'z~n~ def~nse ' 
while Xavier us~ JtS u~ual coris~t 
f\lll-court pressl1re in an attempt to 
speed lip the flow of the game. ' 
· . · , : i' : .. . . ., .. 
"Both tean;is try to Aict1tte. the 
tempo of the game,'' sa~4 Posey. 
"It's just l1 matter of beirig ·_disci-
plined." , " ' -·' : ' . · 
,·j i' 
A FASTER PACE 
"· :; _. __ . ,.::,:_-.' _-,::(i .• .• .. :·,: .. ~.:.:-::·.'._. ::::- .. , :; NEW5WJREP.HOTOBY~N~EIGH 
Freshman 5wingman Lloyd .Price (34}."goes up Jor ~. rebpund · · · 
againstTemple~sMark,Karcher (25) while freshman foiward 
Aaron Turner ( 44) looks on. 
with 2:21 remaining in the g~e. 14 points, including a J0-13 perfor~ 
"We were able to make them . iriance from the' free-throw line and 
play a tick faster and We had a little· grabbing a team~high eight re~ 
bit more energy," said Posey. "Guys bounds. . . . 
"He's been the PTP'er. He 
wants an'.ESPY the way he's been 
playing," said ABC commentator · 
Dick Vitale on Posey's' perfor-
mance. "He's been awesome, baby. 
What I like about him is he's multi-
.· dimensional; Ja:mrriin' James Posey 
can go inside-outside. ·He's very 
electrical: He's a big-time player. 
He plays ()n the defensive end as 
welL H_e a,nticipates weltin the 
passing lanes. He blocks shots ... 
Oh baby, he's a human eraser. He's 
done everything today except sell 
th_e popcorn ... Remember the 
name, people. You will see him in 
the NBA." 
were just hustling and helping each , "It's all about who wants it more WHAT DOES ITALL MEAN?· 
other out.. I think that was a bfg.' ~nd who plays.more aggressively," . The ~i~tory moved the Muske-
part." . said Price. "That's how you get teers to 18-7 overall and 10-2 in the 
. Seniors (enny Brown and Gary· eight rebounds.". . . A-10: XU is ti.ed with George 
Lumpkin· e.ach. hit· two big free Also providing an offensive Washington in first place in ·the 
throws in the wani11g n;iinutes of the . spark off th~. bench was Mc A fee, West Division. . 
game to seture the 62~60 victory. who ~coiedl2 poi~ti! 0114-8 shoot~ "This was a big. game," said 
for the Musketeers. · ing' frorri'thi~-point ra~ge in addi- P~sey. "We· needed. this g~nie as 
The free throw shooting by the tion to his ·th~ee assists and a steal far as trying to get a NCAA bid. It 
senior backcourt was one of the few whil~; cmnmittillg ~o turnoyers. ·' · gives us energy and confidence and 
bright spots for th~_ duo as })~th· "Ihavebeenshootingbadforthe we just have to.finish the season 
struggledthroughoutthegame\Vith. la~ft~o or thre~ games'," said . stronganddo'w'ellintheA-:-IOTour-
their offensive· performances .. The McAfee: "I was just trying to come. nameni:'• .·. · ·, .·· .,, . 
duo combined to shoot 2-19 from o~t ofmy sh.imp. Coach Battle thld · Prdsser added, ;,l think that we 
th~.ffatd':!i~~ t0t~loojust 11 _points_ US all week' that'there were';gofog have played, better gapleS, but this 
combined.· The *uggles ~f, :XV's .. to.be soine open' snots in the zone \Vas certainly cin~ of.the· biggest; 
senior backcourt duo farced others and someone had 'to step up and wins \Ve have had allyear.". ' . ,,.' ... 
to step up:; . . _ . , , Jil~~e t~~_,sh~~· I nave h.~~ thatJn ' With the yictory, the Iv1usketec;rs 
The 'M:~skete~;~ . ~er~ much. 
more disctpli~ed i~- the secoridhalf ' YOP!H STEPS UP . : . < . ,.. 
and did notwaste a_ny time in.gain- When, f!Sked if h~ would. ~ave. 
niiridall week." .. have all :but:secured a bid io'the. 
~i~~ arid 'M:cAfee also gave the N~AA Tour:nllJl1ent, which begins 
tearri iriuch~needed. quickness' and in .·less than a moriih'. . . 
defensive pressure off th~ bench in · · 1'I _ thi~~-- t~~i · ~a5'.~er is !n the 
their combined S2 mlnutes'ofpl~y~. (NCAA) tournament, there. is no 
ing time. doulJt about it," said Vitale ... "If they 
ing their first lead Of the game, as thought befo~e the game that ){a vier. 
freshman ~loyd Pri~e-scored jus't could.beafTemple with'Browri'and 
seco.i:ids)nt?.~~.ha1f.., .. . ... " Lu~pkin struggling' offensiv~ly; 
The two teams then traded back- Price said, "Naaaah, bu_t '.",' people 
to-back 6-.0 runs, andthe score was stepped ~Pin ~ther ~ea5 ,anq Hhink 
tie.(at 37 'wit~ ·\~:_47,. ie~~ 1 il1 the. · t~~i)~ ,t~~-. ~i·ffl!r~rice. petween ,a 
game. Temple regained, the}ea~}!t g()od'te<lm <1,nd a great teaqi.''.. _ .•.. 
39~38. with just . under 13' lniriutes .. Th'e' tfoshman tri~:of' Kevin Frey,' 
re~airiing i~· the. g~me, but the lead A~\:>11 Tur~er,.and r~ic~:, a~()ng.-~ith. 
would be, ,ih~ ~wls' ~~-~t. ' . : ! : • . • McAfee, rose'io the challenge. ·. 
It was atthis point thatXavier · . .,''The-y°'~ng' guys have.' all h~d-
stirted t~ ~ear.<lo~n Ternple.~ith goodd~ystilroug~9uftheseas9n," 
its fullccourt pressure. XU sfaried said Prosser. "Maybe not as good 
tcMt~~i Jh~ baltari~ for~_e 'il{e (}wls . to,&~µter, howeye,r. ;~~ they ci.id .'i(}~ 
t~ tur?·~eball o~~~··P'leLtpe,~~xt d~y.'' ·. · · ': :. ';: . -:: · .... , . 
. · 10 mmutei; ,the Jead. gradµally in.- Pri~e was .. the leader of the 
creased' to Its highest point, 58-50, team's "youth movelllent,;' scoring 
" "~I ·~oktthinltth~t they (Price. are not in the top.164. tiiepJwm be 
and McAfee) unde~st~cid how dif- shocked.;' . : . .. . . ·. 
fi~uit that defense.is,;' saiCfPrb~sei.' _,G(!~rge Washingto~;'~ti~de Is-
''.They just ~erit in'th~~g ~~d. put. lii~d ~n~ 'fe~pte_~re the-~nIY thre.e 
their heads do~ri and created some teams in theAtiatjtic ip other than. 
op~nihgs~. Without qu,estiorl, tho~e Xayier thatha:ve, wiiming oyerali 
two kids'off the '6ench we~e a k~y reccm~s: Ag~inst,th~se three-oppo-
to us winning the .g~me.';· ... . -_. · nents, XU:. is 3~0. with onl,Y or~e 
, The freshman post~duo of Frey gam~ ,reµtai~ing,agai~st any of.the 
and Tti~ner also.contributect' greatly. · three .. The, team. travels; to .GW ,on 
fo th~ victory, especiaily tin th~ de~. l'e,b~ 27 for' both teams' firiaf regu-
fe,nsiye end of the ~ourt. Togeth~r, lar season gaine. ·· · · · 
the tw?, did a great job at defending . . . , . 
. and.shutting down Temple's sizable. 
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THE SERIES 
_With Sunday's victory over 
Temple, Xavier took a 4-3 lead 
in the all-time series. XU has 
won three of theJast four meet-
ings, including the last three 
regular season meetings. XU i_s 
2-0 against the Owls at the Cin-
cinnati Ga,rderis, having won 68-
64 irioveitime on Jan. 19; 1997, 
in addition tq Sunday's win. 
Temple's last victory in these-
ries was a 69-62 overtime ~in 
at the.Spectrum in the 1997 At-
lantic I 0 Tournament. 
·.,. 
RECRUIT VISITS . 
. . . 
David West, a 6-foot~8, 215-
pound forward ,from Hargrave 
Military Academy, made an of-
ficial visit toXavier fa.st week-
end and attended the game 
against Temple .. West plays 
powerforward at Hargrave.and 
remarked that his se~so_n is go-
ing very well so far. Before 
making the trip to XU, West had 
also made official trips to East 
Carolina and Marshall and said 
he still plans on visiting Geor" 
giaTech. XU has two remain-
ing scholarships for next season 
and is looking to fill the spots 
with two post players. 
QUOTES OF THE DAY 
When asked if Xavier could 
play Temple's zone, Coach Skip 
Prosser said, "I can't figure it 
out. I like man-to-man better be-
. . . . 
cause I like fo know who messes 
up. When we play zone~ some-
times I ain a, bit confused as to 
who made the error.'' 
When freshman Lloyd Price 
was asked wha~ he would do if 
Prosser came into practice and 
said that they were going to play 
zone and walk the ball up the 
·floor, he simply'remarked, "I 
think that practice would be a lot 
easier." · c 
OH, BABY! 
More than an hour before the 
scheduled tip.:off of Xavier's 
game against Tempie on Sunday, 
a huge applause from the ·con-
course of the Cirieinnati Gardens 
could be heard throughout the 
arena. The pandemonium was 
riot for the XU team or for 
Prosser, but the excitement stem-
ming from the arrival of Dick 
Vifale, whcf \Vas providing color 
commentary on tbe game for ' 
ABC. Until Sunday; Vitale had 
never been to tlie Gardens for a' 
... 
Xavier game; 
'•1: ••. l 
HEAVYWEIGHT NEEDED 
" Thefalkthis season has been 
about how theA.::10 is struggling 
as· a conference: Most likely the 
conference will send three teams 
·to the NC:::AATournameni' after 
' havirig five iil the "big dance'' 
·the past two seasons. Why is the: 
A-·10 struggling? · · 
"The problem is that fight 
now they '(A~IO) don't have a 
'heavyweight'dynamifo team," 
. said Vitale. "They have·a lot of 
good teams, but they don't have 
that one team tb give theni great 
· visibility.'' · 
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BY JOE ANGOLIA 
Sports Writer STANDINGS 
With March Madness right 
around the.corner; now is the time 
for te~ms oh the bubble to up their 
level of piay a notch or deal with 
watching the "big dance" from the 
NIT. 
EAST A-10 Overall · 
1. Temple 10~2 16~8 
2. Rhode Island . 8-4 15-10 
3. UMass . · - · 7-5 11-13 
4 .. St.' Bqnaventure 6"6 -. 12-12 
5. Fordham 3-9 .. 10-12 
St. Joseph's 3-9 9-15 
WEST-. A-1 o Overall 
1. Xavier 10-2 ·.· lB-7 
G. Washington :.10~2 16"6. 
3. ta sall.e , · · 6~6' 1o~12 
4. Virginia Te.ch 5-7 10~ 12 
5. Daytdn .- ~8.. 9-13 
6;Du9uesne 0-12 4~19 George Washington and Xavier 
didj1,_1st that this past week. Xavier 
kept its season alive with a huge win 
· through Feb. 15 · 
at home over Temple, and the ning both of their games this past 
Colonials defeated both St. Joseph's week definitely kept their chances 
and Dayton. alive. 
Although the Owls did drop a For that, they can thank Lamar 
close one to Xavier, their overall Odom, who once again has been 
record ( 16-8) and stellar conference named the Atlantic 10 Rookie of the 
play (10-2) should earn them a Week for a record-tying ninth time 
NCAA bid. Feb. 20 will be crucial this season. Odom recorded a 
for both· George Washington· and double-double in both of the Rams' 
Temple as they go head'to head. A victories. 
loss could be devastating for either He posted an 18 point, 12 re- . 
team's chances. bound performance against Virginia 
that is the case, they will .need a lot . 
more .repeat performances ·from 
Mack,- who.was-named the Co-
Player of the Week for his play. 
. George Washington is sitting 
pretty atop theA~lO west (tied with 
Xavier at 10-2), and has an impres~ 
si~e J 6-6 record; The Colonials are 
a perfect ~-0 at h~me, the only con-
ference· team besiaes. Xavier still 
undefeated at home; which should 
heip. them when. the Musketeers . 
com.e to town on Feb. 27. 
·Another factor for the Colonials 
. . . 
will be 5~foot-4 Shawnta Rogers. 
Rhode Island also has a shot at Tech and 17 points and 10 rebounds 
making it into the NCAA bracket. in a narrow 59-56 win over the 
Though they are just 15-lOoverall~ University· of Massachusetts. 
the Rams have much talent and are ~ Odom needs just one more ROTW 
too impressive to leave ciut. ·Win- award to have the A-10 record. 
Rogers was narned Co~Player of the 
Week after scoring 26 points; along 
with' eight assists and five steals, ii1 
a 94~70.win over St. Joseph's. 
.. _ :· ., ·, _ .. . • .< PHOTO COURTESY Of MASSACHUSETTS SPORTS INFO.RMATION 
UMass's.junior.guar.d Monfy Mack was named the AtlantiC 10 Co-
A-10 LEADERS 
SCORING 
7. Shawnta Rogers-GW 22.0 
2. Donnie Carr".LAS 7 8.7 
3. Monty Mack-UM 1.7.8 
4. Bevon Robin-FOR 7 7.4 
5. Lamar Odom-URI 7 7.4 
6. Lenny Brown-XU 7 7.0 
REBOUNDING 
7. K'Zel/ Wesson"'.LAS 7 0.5 _ 
2. Lamar Odom-URI 9.4 
3~ James·Posey-XU 9.3 
4. Andre Howard-SJ 8.2 
UMass, despite all of its early 
season promise, is probably go-
ing to- be watching the NCAA 
tournament from the couch. 
The Minutemen managed to 
go 2~ l for the week, thanks in 
part to the play of Monty Mack. 
The junior guard nailed the 
game-winning shot to defeat St. 
Joseph's 59-58. Mack finished 
that game with 18 points, and 
then netted 24 in UMass's 64-46 
win over St. Bonaventure. 
UMa~s's only_cl).ance at a 
tournament bid might be to win 
the Atlantic 10 tournament. If 
Player ofthe Week. Mack is averaging nearly 18 points per game 
this seaso,n: . Rogers now leads the nation in 
steals per game at a 3.8 clip. :Rogers· What is amazing 11hout the hap~ 
will be trying his best to. continue less Hawks, though, is the fact that 
the Colonials' winning ways. They in theii last two losses, they shot 
have won 12 of theirlast 14 con- better from thre'e-pofot range than 
tests. they did from inside the arc. In 
The Hawks of St. Joseph's can those two games. the Hawks shot 
pretty much be w~itten off as a team · 26-49 (.531) from behind thethree-
with. no chance to earn any post- point arc but a dismal 20~61 (.328) 
season invitatfon. At 9-15,StJoe's 'ffolll the i~~ide'. Great three~poil}f. 
will pfobabl:Yb~ lettinboll1e of tbe ' shooti~g does bot ~-~Ip when your_ 
younger guys on the teain earn_' : team cannot hi\ a lay~up. . ·- .· . . . 
some playing time in preparation iiie' next f'ew w~~ks ar~ .cruci~1 . 
for next season. for any team ~yeing a spot in the 
' 
NCAA bracket. Every game 
counts, and. every loss could be the 
one that knocks you out of conten-
tion. 
The Atlantic 10 Tournament 
champions will receive an auto-
matic bid. 
If the bubple teams. can stay 
sharp and keep th.eir hunger alive, 
they might be able to break into the 
to~r~amept, 11nd. s1,1rpr~se ,sppw,,, , 
people. 
Hometown Shootout goes down to wire 
Kremer sits with injured: knee as Bearcats win_2l~tm~eting between XU and·uc 
BY MA1T BARBER 
Sports Editor 
"It's tough when you have a kid 
who plays 40 minutes a game for 
you for three years and then she's. 
not there;' said Xavier .head coach · 
Melanie B11lcomb. of senior point 
guard Nikki Kremer,. who sat out 
Wednesday night's game to rest an 
injured knee. 
Despite the Musketeers' unwill-
ingness to claim it as an excuse, 
Kr.emer's conspicuous absence; 
turned out to be th~ glaring aster-
isk next. to .the. University of 
Cincinnati's 65-61 victory over XU 
in the 21st Hometown Shootout. 
"It could have gone either way. 
We got lucky," said Cincinnati head 
coach Laurie Pirtle of the contest. 
. . 
"It may not haye been the same 
game with [Kremer]. in there." 
The Bearcats entered the game 
on a. four-game winning streak, 
while the two-game losing streak 
Xavier carried in was its longest of 
the season. .· · 
Sophomore Jen }>arr started the 
game in place of Kremer. Parr had: 
played only 36 minutes all season 
coming into the game, but ended it 
having played 43 of the 45 mirmtes 
the ~ontest lasted. 
: .. Kremer hyper~extended h'er 
right kne~ in a game against La 
Salle ~n Jan: 15, but had been play-
ing on it despite the injury through. 
the ·last seven gaines, all important. 
conference match-ups~ 
CinCinnati took the tip and 
scored on its first possession of the 
game. Xavier answered.on its first 
possession with a short jumper from 
( . ., . 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
four points of UC, 34-30, at half- · 
time. 
"I think we started to believe we 
. . ' ' - ' 
could compete· without Kremer," 
said Balcomb of the change in her 
team late in the first half. "I wish 
we w'o,uld'~efigured it out sooner." 
With XU's confidence level 
back up, the second half was a 
much closer affair. ' Seven lead" 
changes and six ties. inarked the. 
scoring as the intensit)l of this non~ 
conference game r6se to new lev-
els. · 
. The Musketeers scored the first 
four points of the half to tie the 
score at 34 and make it a new ball 
jmiibrforward Kim HotZ. T_hen UC game.' The scoring then stayed very 
went on a 12-2run, building alO- close as' neither team pulled any 
point lead with 15:24 remaining in further than three points from the 
the half. other. · ·' · . 
The team~ traded baskets for the After sophomore center Jen 
next 14 minutes as the Bearcats Phillips made good on a six-foot 
stretched.their lead to as rriany as jumper with 2:26 left in the half, 
11 on three separate occasions, the Xavier held a 51-50 advantage. A 
Iastbeing ~ith i:I8 leftin th~ half UC basket with 'i:o6~emairiing and 
when the score 'stood 34~23. two made free throws with 31 sec-' 
Suddenly, the Musketeers run by ands left then gave the Bearcats a 
Parr looked llke the Musketeers run three-point lead. .. ' 
by Kremer. They ran 'an effective Xavier then brought the ball 
offense and tightened their defense, down the court arid ran their of-
raisiilg their intensity; 1\vo baskets fen~e: Parr fqund sophomore guard 
by Hotz and ;a three-pointer at the Nicole Levaridtisky;whC> \vas 0-11 
buzzer from Parr ended ifre'half'~ . shooting on the nightto this pofot, 
scoring, pulling ·Xavier to within open on the perimeter. Levan'dusky 
d~ained the three-pointer with 16 
seconds left t_o ti_e the gam~ at54, · 
and send it intO overtime. 
Xavi~r took ihe e~ly lead in the 
five-minute overtime period on the 
strength of. two. free throws by 
sophomore- forward'• Taru 
Tuukkanen. Three free throws for 
UC gave>a one-point le.ad back to 
th(lm~. Ho.tz drove to the basket and 
put XU back on ~op with a nifty re-. 
verse lay~up. • · ·· 
The score stood 58~57 with 2:01 
left iO overtime whe~ ~ellior guard 
Madiniili. Sl~ise tbok over. Her bas~ 
ket with 1:11 leftputUC back on 
top fdr go~d/arid theh' she added 
two fr~ throws·and a fast~break 
lay-up ofia steal tO pu.sh the:score 
to 63~58 with• just· 18 seconds re". 
ffiafoing. · " " --' 
· Anothei three-poiilter from 
Le.vandusky, with five seconds left, 
pulled' the Musketeers back to 
• ' • • ' ' ' ·: I: . • 
within two, but two more UC free 
throws put the game . out. of reach . 
for good and guaranteed the 65-61 
Cincinnati viCtory. · · 
Tuukkarieri led Xavier as she 
recorded her third double-double 
with i6 points and 10 rebounds, as 
well as three blocks and two steals. 
Hotz added fa points, and Parr arid , 
Phillips both contribiited nine 
points in the losing effort. _ 
Parr filled· in admirably for 
Kremer, scoring all . nirie of her 
points on first-half threes. Parr also 
grabbed five rebounds, dished out 
six assists ·and nabbed two steals, 
but she also committed nine' turn-
overs.· 
"Once the game started, 1·just 
kriew i had to run the offenses and 
keep talking to the team. I was 
comfortable once the game began," 
said Parr. · · · ' 
''J.P.'s. perforinance was gutsy. 
She gave us everything she had," 
said Balcomb. .. 
_ The decision not to play Kremer 
in this heated rivalry was a no~ 
brainer for Balcomb. "Our league 
is much more important than 'this 
game." . · . ·. 
Xavier is a half~game behirid 
George Washington for second 
pface in theAtlant;c 10 West Divi~ 
sion with 1two A~IO games left. · · 
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option 
BY MAn MADCiES K'Zell We~SOJ1 would n()t qµ~t as lie dunk by sophomore Maurice 
, ··. Assistant.Sports Editor scored three consecutive times McAfee with 12:33 remaining in 
. Tuesday was;,an(e~sy .night for · ·. down the court. t~ c~t the_ I~a~jg •. · .•. the game gave the Musketeers theif 
XavierCci~ct{s'i~ip•~rd~~er .. Wirh·:. 27-23 with just.over four minutes•. ',~iggest lead of the game, 63~40 .. 
th~ meriiory;.'of the Feb: 6 m~eting to go before inte~i~~ion. .... .· .. · ... The remainder of the game waS'. 
betweenLaSalleandXavier.on the. ... Prosser answered,Wesson's i~-:. ·back-and-forth, with the Xavier 
mind of e~~ry Musketeer, there was side dominance with the insertion · ·. lead never dipping befow 12 points. 
not much, or anythingfor that mat- · of sophomore Reggie Butler in the Four free throws by McAfee in the 
ter, Prosser could ,have said. to get lineup with 4:09 left in the first half. last minute of the game capped the 
th~team more motivated fOr··~he Th~ move worked ·~utifully for. 88-71 victory. 
g~me. The memory wa~ a.IUhat the Musketeers as Butler scored a : Coming off his worst perfcir-
they needed and the memory was basket seconds after checking fo. mance of the season Sunday against · 
enough. Butler's basket also spark~d a Temple, Brown rebounded well 
"I don't thinkJ wi)lhave to say ·Xavier 16-11 runtoendthehalfand with a game-high 22 points on 9~. 
a Jot to the kids," said Prossei:.after gave:the team.~45-34 Iead he~clfog IS shooting. · In addition, Browri 
Sunday's victory o~~r Teri1ple. into the intermission. . . · had four assists and two steals in 
"Their pride was stung iri Philadel- Posey was the. game's leading his 32 minutes of action. 
phia. We are going to have to play scorer at the half with 17 points on '.'J was just trying to get back on: 
well." . 1.:8 shooting from the fi~ld. Browp ··•.· tratk~'.' said Brown. "I was just try-
The team e~tered the· contest was also in double figures afterJhe ing to get back in rhythm: I. came ' 
againstLa Sallewitll~fotlllor~ on first half with ·11 points· on 5~8 ' otifwith more of a sense of purpose . 
their mirids. then revenge/though. shooting. for this game." · 
A Musketeer wiri would not only .... ' The key statistic' 
1
of the h~lf,' Although he only had two points 
be Prosser's IOOth victory as however, was th~ .shoriting of Ex- . in the secorid half, Posey finished 
Xavier's head coach, but would also plorer junior Donnie Carr, who was with 19 points; The performance 
secure the team .a 'byeiri the A.ti an- 2-11 from the floor for just five was the 23rd time this seasori that 
tic 10 Tournament which begins on . points~ Carr eritered the contest av- he scored in double figures. 
Wednesday; March 3~ . '' eragiitg' 1K7 points per game~ but Posey also grabbed 13rebourids 
"Last game they IJ~at us imd they he was unable to get off the mark for his 'U th double.:double of the · 
were dancing and laughing at us;" in the fir~t 20 minutes of action. season. 
said freshman Aaron 'J'.urner. • Wdsori 'Jed the Explorers with 14 "I think my teammates. did. a 
"Coach told us to go'out there and first-half points. ·' good job of getting me the ball in 
beat them bad. It was payback." Even with Carr's shooting woes, scoring position," said Posey. "I 
·· ' theExplorerSshot46.7 percent(l4'- wasjust plilying hard." . 
30) from tlte 'field. Normally,' thls . Posey was riot the only Muske- . A FAST START 
. The f~eshm~n'.duo of Kevin Frey shooting would be very good, but teer to record3: double-double in the · 
and Turner got the Musketeers 'off · Xavier \vas on fire. The Musketeers · victory. Turner shot 5:..9 'from the 
toa'quickstartby scoring the team's shot 6L3' percent (19~31) forth~ field forlOpoint~ and grabbed 13 
first six poirits in the' paint. The last half. · · · rebounds. The' double-double was 
of the three buckets came when "The reason we shot 61 percent the first of Turner'~ collegiate ca-
Frey dove onto the fl~qr for a loose .· •• . was because of the easy baskets that 
ball that ended up'in the hands of ' we rgcit off o( our' press," said'' 
Turner for an easy Jay-up when all . ·Prosser. "When we played at La 
was said and done.' The basket gave · . Salle w~ got· ahriost. no easy bas-
XU the early 6-3 lead. kets, but tonight we did.'' 
. ''It is from t1s being fr,iends.~· said•·:: 
Tumer,ari'hiii'°chemistrywithFrey, ,• >rHE LEAD ESCALATES 
"Both· of .us play the" saitie game The ~usketeers continued the 
really. We getdown there banging, escalation of their lead with a 9-2 
high-fiving/arid dlinkiilg ·.on run to start the second half. Brown 
p~ple'." . . , .. . · · , ·· . had five points over the run and the 
Tben ~avier's senio~~ got into lead was ~4~36 just three minutes 
the action;~: Lenny Brown arid James · ·. into the half. . 
Posey combined to score 14 ,of the' " •'One of the main reasons the lead 
team's next 16 points io,gi~e X~vier;· .. escal!lted in the second half was the 
an'.22-14 lead 'with lO:iO remain.: . Musketeers' improvement in re-
ing;in the first h~lf. Pp~~y scored, bounding. XU out-rebounded the 
nine points over the stretch, while· Explorers. 24~14 over the last 20 
Brown added five points. minutes of the game. 
The Explorers would riot quit, or XU was still not satisfied and· 
more appropriately, La Sall~ senior ·.continued to build on their lead: A · 
.·: .. 
.·'•. reer. . . .. ... ·, . , . 
''rm tired. I am just going to go 
home and take a shower and Jay 
do\\'n for a minute," said Turner o.n 
how he was going to celebrate his 
performance. 
· McAfee contributed :B 'points 
off the bench while Price added 
nine points .. "McAfee, as well as 
Price, really gave us a good lift off 
the bench," said Prosser. 
The victory pushed the Muske-
teers to 19-7 overall and 11-2 in the 
A-10. With the win, Xavier 
clinched·a bye in theA-10 Tourna-
ment for the third consecutive time. · 
, ''This is our.fourth year in.the 
league and ·our third bye," s~id 
Prosser. "I don't know.who else has·:· 
gotten a bye all three years, the last 
tliree,yearsr ... 
'•' .' · ·NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH 
Freshman forward Aaron Turner ( 44) recorded his first career 
double-double Tuesday against La Salle. 
PROSSER HITS 100 Prosseds second all-time among 
Xavi~r head coach Skip Prosser ~ head coaches. in wins, trailing 
is celebrating the tum of the cen- only Pete Gillen (202 wins froin 
tury a little early as he has reached 1985-94 ). Gil1en was the man who 
two impressive century marks· this hired Prosser as an assistant coach 
season. Prosser won his lOOth at Xavier prior to. the 1985-86 sea-
game as XU's head coach on Tues- son. Prosser was an assistant coach 
day with. the Musketeers' victory for 180 of Gillen's 202 wins. Over 
over La Salle. Prosser also reached his six years as a college coach, 
the overall 100-victory plateau this Prosser is 117-54 overall. 
season when Xavier defeated Chi-
cago State 90-50 on Nov. 21. PERFECT GARDENING 
"I don't have any wins at With the victory against La 
Xavier,~'saidProsser. "Idon'tmake·' Salle, Xavier extended its 
any baskets, get any rebounds or homecourt. winning streak at the 
make any stops. I have been Cincinnati. Gardens to 14 games. 
blessed. to be around some very Included in the streak is a perfect 
good players and some very good 12-0 record this season at the Gar- . 
assistant coaches. I don't think that · dens. Last season, the Musketeers 
I ha:ve a career record, because I only Jost once at home in a 73-62 
don't play. The kids play, they de- · Joss to Massachusetts on Feb. 8. 
serve the credit." 
·' ....; ' W 0 M E N ' S B AS K'E t BA L t: ' AR 0! U N D T H J: AT L A N T I C 1 0 · 
Yirgjnia fecti·'~ dotriinance :will. be tested 
' . • . j • . . • • 
BY JOEANCiOLIA .. STA"N•D· .1.N CiS. securing the No. 2.seedin the East. SporlsWriter ·· · St· Joseph's earned the No.I seed 
·With less than two weeks re- .EAST. A-10 .. 0verall WEST· · A-lO Overall .. · in.the East Division, following its 
maining before the start pf t~e 19~~ 1. s,~: Joseph's 1·2-2. 17;.z, L Virginia Tech ': 13-1 .. · ·· 23-1'<· . .7.5~61 victoryjtt'St~ Bonaventure, 
Atlantic 10 Women's Basketball... 2. UMass " 9~5 14-13 2. G~ Washington 10~3 · 16"7 · •'1 " St:.Jos~ph'sSusanMoranscored 
Championship, now is the time for 3. Temple 4-10 ~~ 16 3. Xavier 10-4 19·6, · a career-high 27 points in the vic-
the contenders to step"forward and Fordham 4~ 10 "' a;15 4. La Salle 6"8 13-ll tory, and.hit on 15;_22 (.682) from 
establish ttl~'iriselves':· as 'the St. Bonaventure 411'0 . 10-14 Duquesne 5.-7 13-1,1 , .the fieldfo~the week. The Lamar 
frontrunners for the .conference 6. Rhode Island · O-l3 4-l9 6. Da'iton 5-7 9-15 ',OdomofA~lOwomen'sbasketball, 
crown.ThoughtheirA~IOre~ordis · · t~ro~gh/eb. ·,5 · ' 'M~~anwasnamedtheRookieofthe just one Joss Jess than St.Joseph's -----------------------. --. __. Week,· giving her .a conference 
and George Waslifr1gton·, Virginia . Colonials to handilie' Cl1~pio~ship · played the Hokies tough in both of record seven such awards. · · 
Tech is clearly"the besrfoatri"inthe · . over to them. The'Hawk·s are' riding the two teams' rnatc~-ups. Al011g ..... Though they dfop,ped a game to 
A~IO. ..,.,' ': ···· ... · .. , · ·' ·· a five-game winning streak, while wi.th Massa.~husetts (8-5 in confer-· .. ,St.·•Jqseph'.s, ·St.Bonaventure ·did 
. At 23-1, the Hokies' :a'.re ranked George Washington has won'three . ence play), the~ are tw9, teams .who - ·••· illimage to go 1-1 for the. week.as 
11th in the Associatecf :Press 'poll, . of. its last four games, inCluding a cai1 hang ::~ith th~ tqp dogs, and they defeated Dayton 72::57. 
13th in the· USA TOday/ESPN "' 99~64 thrashing of Xavier (10-4'in ; need some wins to,keep th~mselves Against St .. Joseph~s. Boriniesenior 
coaches' poll, and third in the Feb. ·conference play), who is the only alive for a N~AA. invitation.: HilaryWaiim:an scored her 2;oootl1 .. 
10 Women's RPI Report. tea.-n to defeat the Hokies this year.. UMass clinched a fj.rst-round career point, arid finished the gam~ 
·Butdon't~xpecfthe Hawks and In fact, the Lady Musketeers bye in the A~lO Tournament after with 18. 
In the w~n over Dayton, 
Waltm'ari (20,7 points per game) put 
up a game~high 32 points on 12-~5 
,, shooting from the field. With afew 
weeks leffin the season, Waltman 
has a chance to move into fourth 
on the.A~IO scoring chart,. Waltman 
needs 72 more points to do so. She 
averaged 25 points, seven rebounds, 
four assists, and four stea!S a~d was 
~amed theA-10 Player of the W~k'. 
. Duquesne senior . Kelly 
Eberhardt became the 12th mem-
ber of the Lady Dukes' 1,000 Pqint 
Glub foliowing a 25-poi~t. pe~for­
mance agairist Rhode Jsland_; 
Eberhardt hifon J0-13 shotdrorn 
the 'fieid t~.Iead the Lady Duk~~ ih" 
their 75-60 ·win. 
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Get sniart on art 
Club_ 316,. the. young adult 
members ·of the Taft Museum, 
invites you td ''Get Smart on Art," ·· 
on Thursday, Feb. 18,at6 p;m., 
the second in a series of annual 
art talks followed by an optional 
dinner at an area restaurant 
Taft Museum Curator of Edu~ 
cation. Abby S. Schwartz · \\'.iH 
present "Every Picture Tells a 
Story, or Once Upon a Time at 
tlie Taft Museum," followed.by 
an opportunity· to ask questions . 
and· wander the galleries for an 
up-close· 1ook. at· the discussed 
works. 
The talk is $5, the four~course 
meal is $26 per persoµ and in-
cludes salad, soup, your choice 
of two entrees, dessert, wine (or 
other beverage) and espresso or 
coffee ... ·· 
For reservations; call the Taft . 
Museum at 241"0343. 
Absolut poetry 
Discover poetry's wild. and 
wacky side;' 'On Feb. 19,poet 
Terri Ford, wilLperform. her_ 
funny; artsy and even bizarre 
verse at Absolut Contemporary 
Friday at the Contemporary Arts 
Center from 5:30-7:30 p.m~ · 
Accompanying Ford with cre-
ative noises will be her recently: 
"unearthed" relative, Uncle 
Glockenspiel. Rumor has it the 
evening. will include sung text, 
lounge singing, toy piano play-
ing and a Mexican hat dance. 
Food and drinks will be avail~ . 
able. CAC members are free.and 
the cost to non-members is $3.50. 
For more information, call 
345-8400.' 
Free art lecture 
Visitors can join David Reed 
and painter Guy Goodwin on 
Friday, Feb. 19 at 1 p.m. for a 
spirited conversation about con-
temporary painting and its var-
ied directions and potential 
strengths or limitations. 
The lecture, held at the 
Wexner Center for the Arts, is 
entitled "Dialogue and Painting." 
There is no charge to attend. 
For more information, call 
292-3535. 
Jewish cinema 
Sunday, Feb. 21 at2 p.m., the 
Wexner Center for the Arts will 
fea'ture "In Our Own Hands" 
(Chuck Olin, 1998) on its inter~ 
national screen. 
Subtitled ''The Hidderl Story 
of the Jewish Brigade in. World 
War II," this· documentary use.s 
archival footage and contempo-
rary testimony to tell the story of 
the members of the all-volunteer ·· 
Jewish Brigade~·fr~m its earliest 
·inception in 1939.to its'final for-
mation in 1944;\viten they were . 
s~nt to fightthe:Genmuis in italy. ; 
- FI L M REV 1.E W S-
M:an cannot·:_live :OD·-: Work alone 
. . : . . ;. ' ·\.·. ·: 
WHEN A GUY TELLS YOU HIS HEAD IS IN THE 'SKY' OR HE NEEDS HIS 'SPACE,' YOU'D BETIER LET HIM GO 
BY NATHAN DUKE · 
· Di_version:i Writer 
T_he bestway to describe the 
situatfons imposed· upon the_mairi · 
. characters :in "October Ski' an~ 
"Office Space/' Is t6 quote Holly 
Hunterin '.'Living Out Loud;" a 
comedy released in the fall of 1998. 
.. ''I need to quit agreeing to do things 
I don't really wanJ to do," said 
Hunter's character. 
Joe Johnston's ("The Rock-
eteer") . film "October ~ky". con-
cerns a group of West Virginian 
high school stude.nts who decided 
thl'fY· were going to attempt to build 
· · thefr. own rockets after the launch 
·of the Sputnik in the late 1950s. 
Homer Hickam (Jake 
Homer, however, is deter-
mined to . pursue his goals. 
He, along with. his friends .. 
Roy Lee (William Lee 
Scott) and O'Pell (Chad 
Lindberg), decides to ask 
Quentin Wilson (Chris 
Owen), an intelligent social 
outcast, for help. 
The entirety of 
. Johnston's film revolves 
around the foursome's at-
tempts to create their own 
rocket to take to ,a national 
· science. fair, in hopes they 
. may receive college schol-
arships. 
, PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX , 
· · Gyllenhaal) is the leader of the 
group of nonconformist young men 
who find greater interest in what is 
Although the dialogue is 
often slightly less than Os-
car~caliber, ."October Sky" 
proves to be a plausible pe-
riod piece, relying on the 
emotion of its "Rocky"-
esque story to keep the film 
entertaining. 
Ron Livingston (right) endures another .lecture {rom his boss, Gary 
' going oil in space than in what takes 
place in_ the coal·mine where their 
fatherswork. "All the boys in this 
town end up in . the coal mine un-
less Jhey are lucky enough to re-
Cole, in the new comedy "Office Space:' . . . 
. · .·· ceiveafootball scholarship," notes 
one of Homer's teachers .. 
Hickam's father (Chris Cooper), 
. the foreman at the mine, does not 
· · see his son's future to be much dif-
ferent. Fayoring his older brother, 
Jim (Scott Thom,as), because of his 
· ··· athl.eti~ abilities, John.Hickam 
thinks Homer's dreams of working 
in the United States space program 
will o~ly lead to disappointment. 
Peter Gibbons (Ron Livingston) 
is the nonconformist in "Office 
Space," Mike Judge's ("Beavis and 
Butthead," "King of the Hill") first 
non-animated feature film. · 
. . ' . 
Gibbons is unhappy because he 
holds a job that bores him and con-
stantly demands extra hours in an 
office where he has eight bosses to 
correct him when he makes a mis-
take. His life becomes even more 
stressful when he flrids out his girl~ 
friend is cheatii;ig on him. · · · 
My favorite flop: 
In an attempt to gain relaxation, 
he agrees to let himself be hypno-
tized during a visit to his therapist. 
Before Gibbons has a .chance to 
awaken, his therapist dies of a heart 
attack, leaving him in a constant 
state of relaxation. 
As well as deciding to no longer 
show. up to. work, Gibbons, along 
with the help of several of. his col-
leagues, decides to down.load a vi-
rus il).to '.the company's"computer 
which will transfer money into their 
owri bank ·accounts. 
While some of the jokes in "Of-
. fice Space" succeed, such as .the 
character of Milton (Stephen Root), 
one of Judge's cartoon characters 
upon which the film is based, many 
of them become tiresome, such .as . 
Gibbons' monotone boss, Lumberg 
(Gary Cole). Jennifer Aniston, .who 
plays Gibbons' new girlfriend, and 
Livingston deliver comic perfor-
mances, however, saving "Office 
Space" from being a disas~er. . . . 
Ratings: "October.Sky"***.· 
· ·· "Office Space" ** 
Dislley fails again 
. .. , ' ' . -· ' '. •. .,. 
'MY FAVORITE MARTIAN' LATEST EDITION TO DISN~'S LIST OF OUT-DATED'·SCRIPTS AND BOX OFFICE BLUNDERS ·· 
BY DAN GALLAGHER 
Diversions Writer 
Last weekend, Walt Disney Pie;.. . 
tures released yet another lame cin-· 
ematic remake of an old cheeseball 
sitcom. Like "Flubber" and "That 
Darn Cat," this latest comedy, "My 
Favorite Martian," is sure to win 
horrible, horrible reviews while si~. 
multaneously helping to ruin sev-
eral once-respectable careers. 
The premise is simple. Tim 
O'Hara (Jeff Daniels), a local news 
producer in a small bayside village, • 
witnesses the crash-landing of a fly-
ing saucer while on a date with the 
studio's snotty anchorwoman, 
Brace Channing (Elizabeth 
Hurley). 
Ditched by Brace as a hopelessly 
pathetic nerd for believing· in fly- .. 
ing saucers, O'Hara tosses the min-· 
iature saucer he finds on the beach 
into the back seat of his Chevy and 
returns home, unwittingly trans-
porting the saucer?s Martian in~ 
vader (Christopher Lloyd) along 
with him. 
When Martin the Martian. re-
veals himself to O'Hara the next 
morning, two hours of hilarious 
antics ensue. With some help from·· 
the· studio's tomboyish camera-
woman Lizzie (Daryl Hannah), 
O'Hara spends a week trying to fix 
Martin's saucer while keeping him · 
away from the clutches of the evil 
government doctors who'll stop at: 
nothing to dissect "Uncle Martin." 
Later, the pair al.so fight to keep -
Martin away from Brace and her 
media~mogul daddy (the Roger : 
Ebert look-alike from Godzilla) 
who want to broadcast taped evi-
New lleleases 
The foltowing were due for release on Feb. i6 .,. 
Various Artists, 1999 GtammyHip Hop Nominees (Elektra) [w/. 
Busta Rhymes, Will Smith, OutKast] ~ .. Various Artists, Brown-Eyed 
Soul:' The Sound of East L.A. (Rhino) ... Various Artists, Millenium 
Classic Rock Party (Rhino)[w/Queen,Boston,Fleetwood Mac] ... · 
<Angry Samoans, The '90s Suc,'/ca1ld So Do _You (Triple X) ... The 
dence of Martin 
to the whole· 
community. 
"Highlights" 
include a colorful 
trippy-acid scene 
where Martin 
turns Tim into a 
purple squid- · 
alien by daring 
him. to eat Mar~ 
tian chewing 
gum· called 
"Nerplex," a 
scene . where ' . . . PHOTO COURTESY OF DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Martin acciden- Christ9pher Lloyd is Ma.rtjrf the Martian in 
tally loses all his Disney's "My Favorite Martian:' 
limbs and Tim has to creatively hide Martian Shrink-Ray Gun, negoti-
the body-parts throughout the house ates the curves in the town's rain 
before Lizzie arrives, and_ a high sewer to escape government ~hugs,' 
speed chase scene where 1Jm's car, emerging at last from the:depths of 
reduced to toy-size by Martin's See Martian, page 14 
live Wires 
Friefay, Feb. 19 
Reei Big Fish 
w/ Zebrahead 
@Bogart's 
and 
. Southern Rock Ailstars · 
@ Blue Note Cafe· 
Sunday,' Fe~. 21 
The· Black Crowes 
w/Moke 
@ The Taft Theatre 
'· 
and . ·.• 
Geno Delafose & · 
French Rockin' Boogie 
w/ Dirty Dozen and 
BeauSoleil Avec 
Michael tioucet .'..The co~t is $5 to the general' ' 
· pub He, $4 "to We~ner Center · 
. members, students and, seriibrs, ,, . 
and $2 for chlldrerl u_nder 12 .. 
Corrs, Talk on Corners: The Special EditiOn (Atlantic) ... Exit; Ahl:upt 
(DusfRecords) , •. Frontside/Froniside (TVT).:~ LiDda' Perry, Aftf!r ' 
I:iou?s (Rock Star) [ex-4 N'ol(Bfondes foa'cler] ::~ Swing Cats, Swini. · 
Cats (Cleopatra) [ex~Polecats aiii:l Stray Cats m~inbers]' .:. Chris'"' ;, • . 
Webster; Drfve (Compass).:; April Wine~ KingBiscuitPreseniti(Kirig 
BiScuit)-.:.·~ · : ... : ·'' 
·, • ' ' '/ ,. • • ; • ' i_ : ' • \• ' ' • • ' '. ' i ~ 
Satu;day, f eb. 20 
. Funkytown .. 
. @ Blue Note Cafe .. 
'.'\; 
· @ The Aro~~ff Center 
.. ; all dates' are tentative; 
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BOOK.REVIEW- -IN YOUR EAR-
.;i:', .. 
'N.19frie' tQu'cites heart, qiind 
' . . . . ·, ' ' . 
to get away with it, staying true to 
the simple tunes of yesteryear. Al-
though, occasionally _the- songs do 
seem more like forced melodrama 
than a: walk down memory lane. 
.. ·,, 
·YOU'RE NEVER•TOO OLD TO LEARN, ESPECIALLY FROM ATEACHER 
BY TOM STEPHEN 
Guest· Writer.,:· •1 · 
One day last weelclsat down to 
tackle Chaucer or some other te-
, dious assignment afld to no. surprjse 
found-my motivation lacking and 
my eyes drooping, In hope of find-
,ing some inspiratidn, !turned to a 
book recommended by a 
. friend. After one paragraph of 
,Tuesdays with Morrie, I :vvas .' . 
· hooked: I satthere and read 
· the entire 200 page book. The ·. 
author, Mitch:Albom, took me 
through a gamut ~f emotions, 
from laughter to tears,; 
The work is a recounting of 
·.a relationship between. a stu~ 
dent and teacher. A:Ibom, a 
sports writer turned novelist, . 
describes the conversations 
with powerful detail.· 
· The friendship begins for 
Alborn during his college 
years at.Brandeis University, .. 
and continues until his profes- · 
sor, Morrie_ Schwartz, dies of 
: Lou Gehrig's disease (ALS) in 
1995. 
Alborn describes how he and 
Morrie became very close while he 
was a student. Morrie taught psy-
chology, but Mitch.learned a great 
deal more than psychology. from the 
. old professor. during his stay at 
Brandeis. The two became friends 
and spent time talking about every~ 
thing from Jove to the mea~~ng of 
life. 
At graduation,. Mitch introduced. 
his mentor to his parentS and gav~ 
him a hug goodbye promising to 
. keep in touch. However, time goes 
by and Mitch.doesn't stay in touch. 
He becomes a sportswriter arid a 
· workaholic, nearly forgetting about 
· his old friend until he sees Morrie 
on Ted Koppel late one night. 
It is here Mitch first learns about 
Morrie's sickness. and. his battle 
with death.· 
\ Alborn flies to Boston to visit · 
Morrie arid try to explain his al.i-
iHey!·. 
. T11esday is 
.· zsc'Wing 
··oayat · 
. ;~.bw-3's Buffalo· 
. . . . ' . . 
Wild wings! 
, ... ' '1,·. 
25C · Wings everJTuesdaJ. 
··Hot· wings and· fiot 1,orts 
action every dayl 
Award-Win.ning. Buf{olo Wings 
12 Signature Sauces 
Full Menu · ' ·· 
Doily Happy Hour ·. 
Big Screens & a Multitude of TV's , 
Free NTN Interactive Trivia 
· Coll for: CorryoJJt 
.,_.. ',;'·,,. l.)''. 
Norwood • 2692 Madison Road • 351 ·9464 • Ylww.buffalowildwings;com 
sence. Morrie welcomes him with , 
open arms and the two begin to 
, ·Another problem is, most of us 
· don't remember whatthe original 
ballads actually sounded like, and 
the group does not bother to list the 
original artists in the CD jacket. 
. catch up.. What follows is what 
Alborn calls his "final thesis." He 
flies t() Morrie's house from his 
home in Detroit every Tuesday to· 
visit with his dying friend. 
Morrie offers Mitch his unique 
views on life, death, love, 
family and _anything else 
' Mitch is confused about. As 
he gets sicker and closer to 
death,. the two become closer 
than ever .. ·. 
Alborn does an· excellent 
job of conveying this emotion 
to the reader. I found myself 
absolutely fascinated by 
1
. •Morrie's wisdom 'and attitude. 
Morrie is. one of those rare 
people who has a positive ef-
fect on ~veryone he meets. 
Thanks to. Mitch Alborn 's 
wonderful novel we- are all 
lucky enough to meet.Morrie 
Schwartz; Along with the 
· three .. .interviews by Ted 
Koppel, Albom's boqk offers 
a look at a truly remarkable 
person. , . 
I have read a. good deal in my 
.four years at Xavier, but I can eas-
ily say that no bo?k hashad a 
greater effect on me than Tuesdays 
with Morrie. 1 
Snakefarm is a very unique 
sound, maybe a bit like Sarah 
McLachlan with a little jazz and 
some southwestern flavor thrown 
in .. Lead vocalist Anna Domino's 
Snakefarm 
Songs From My Funeral 
.. (RCA). 
. sweet,· haunting voice adds to the 
Throughout history,. from Gen- mysterious feel of the album. 
esis to National Geographic;snakes Also, guest musicians Paul 
have gotten'a bum deal..· · Shapiro (recorder, flute and tenor 
Now, Snakefarm presents Songs . saxophone) and Paul Dugan (up-
From My Funeral; a collection of rightarid fender bass) do a wonder-
traditional ballads with a '90s-style ful job complementing the sound. 
air, including modem-day covers of . . In -a nutshell, Snakefarm has a 
"Where Did You Sleep Last very textured and talented pool of 
Night?" and "John Henry was a musical ability; if they could write 
Steel Driving Man." their own music they would be on 
The cover of ·~where Did You the road to success. 
Sleep LastNight?" is hidden under Still, the concept of covering old 
the title ",Black Girl." Three verses folk music may be an idea better 
. of questionable origin tell the story left unthought. · 
. of the wife of a railroad worker in This CD earns $$: 
this.cover, very· different from the 
one Kurt Cobain did on Nirvana's 
Unplugged in New York. Whether 
these· lines were written by 
. Snakefarm or the song's origii;ial .· 
author, Ruddie Ledbetter, is not 
noted. 
Of course, we're. _all familiar 
with "modernizing" traditional 
music - the results can be a disas-
ter, Howevel', Snakefarm manages 
-Jonathan Mosko, 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
$$$$ This disc is worth more 
than you paid for it. 
$$$ Pick this up the next 
time you're at the 
reeord store. 
·· $$ This is worth dubbing 
· · from a friend. 
$Don't even bother. 
'·:; 
: .. t(fito-'s 2Jesl :J.hriji cS!ore 
VILLAGE 
DISCOUNT OUTLET 
. . . '. . ··' ... · ·;. . ·, . ·· .. 
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529 Pippin Rd.,_ Cincinnati; . 
1813 Monmouth, Newport 
'i i ;·,_. 
- .. l· 
• Nike • champion · • ' ... :: -~ ; 
• Torrµny Hilfiger • Levi •. Guess 
,,., 
, ..... 
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-THEATER REVIEW- 'Mar~la11::' Do-es not come in peace 
Noise, funk bring Jn da' cr9wcls 
• . - , - ·_.1, ,'' r' 
BY JAY KALAGAYAN and"LynchingBlii~~;" \yhich en.ds . 
Diversions Writer · , in a. very emotional p·ortrayaL · 
The kno~ledge'is not likely to:hit. 
you over the ·head, but it is an es-
sential fram:ework to most· of the 
production so. if you like entertain-
.· mentbrain-free, this may not;be 
your show; (Ofcou'tse, if yoU'are 
riot in the mood to learn anything; 
"Bring In Da' Noise, Bring· In .· ' The range of S~vibn Glover's 
. Da' Funk" is a chronological jour- .. d10ieography ,Jose's the stert:otype 
. ney through the history of African- of simpfo tap dancing;. raising th~ 
. American music from the. time of form's capability for expression and 
slavery to the '90s .. The musical . creativity.·. Glover even pays ti'ib-
examines the social and racial in- . ute to his dance influences with . you shouldn ~t' go to the theater at 
·"Green, Chaney, Buster, Slyde," all.) 
Continued· from p~g~ ·12 . . - ~iously enough, in both movies the 
. somefat guy'.s c9mmode_. (Yes, th.is .· siclekic:ks. ar~at one point qrutally 
.mpvie really is that bad.)> :. ) · • beaten to ci~ith by the n:qtiisiie bad-
. ' Watching "My Favofite Mar- guy thugs: leading to a'"This one's 
. tian,"-1 realized ~ow truly .µn-cre- · for,ZootfWeel;lo,, bad-guy!" climax 
ative Disney Pictures. has become in both . 
overthefastfouryears; Ifthiswere As it-the'.common casting_and 
an isolated Disney failure, I would . plots weren~t enough~ there is aJso 
·suspect nothing,• 1but "Martian" is ·a· commontlleme to alhhese i:nov-
•• only one of several recent' children's • ies: America is still living in'.1950, 
·flops: : ' · ::. . everyone irithe'countrj is white'and 
fluences on· African-Americans 
through dance, music and spoken 
word .. 
which features. a lone dancer tap- History. For those of African-
ping to Glover's rap. American descent or those who 
THE GOOD 
First of all, the play is essentially 
driven by a purely talented cast and 
a stage where everything is either 
alive, making noise, moving or all 
three. 
The audience was ready to cheer; know the history, the show connects 
shout and jump at the amazing per~ on a level deeper than basic educa-
formances, and the best part of the tion or popular entertainment. Of-
expr;:rience was' sitting with a di- · ten, the audience ·understood· the 
The entire cast is chosen to fill 
certain primary roles. Da' Word is 
the narrator and expresses· himself 
through portrayals of timely char-
acters, rapping and speaking the 
general word. Da' Voice leads with 
a sonorous voice, singing the lyrics 
· verse· crowd and feeling equally pure comedy of a particular scene 
awed by da' funk. The enameled butthe underlying statement orles-
ceiling designs and long hallways son could easily have been missed. 
filled with past playbills in the Taf~ by the crowd. 
Theatre provided the perfect atmo- '· THE WORD 
sphere for the show, reinforcing the 
sense of history represented in 
"Bring In Da' Noise, Bring In Da~ 
Funk." 
and rhythms that frame the musi- THE BAD 
cal i).nd narration. Da' Drummers ·Clarity. ·Like most musicals, 
are a dynamic duo featured in most ofDa' Word's words and Da' 
"Drummin' " and "Pan Handlers" · Voice's lyrics werefost in the triple 
who show such incredible timing combo Of music, tap arid nose.ibleed 
with their stick~tapping percussion seats. This really didn!t hurdhe 
they would give "S.tomp" a run for production, however;· because each 
their money. piece's idea ·is easily glimpsed by 
Da' Beat and Da' Dancers are the the crowd; It is obvious that writer 
focus ofthe play. Da' D~ncers are and lyricist Reg E. Gaines worked 
not only able to flash the tap with very hard' on the material for the 
excitement but th~y also do an ex- show,- so it would be nice to 'hear 
cellent job focusing on darker his- 'and fully appreciate his efforts. '. 
torical influences. with numbers It's a presentation. It's a jazzed~ 
such as "The Chicago Riot Rag" up, boom~bopping historical ~esson'. 
Funky and noisy. This is ainu-
sical/modern dance/social• c'on~ 
science/historical lesson wrapped . 
up in a hip package thatchallenges · 
you not to have a good tirrie. The 
energy cifthe performers feeds-the· 
audience, who return it three-fold. 
·~Bring.In Da' Noise, Bring In Da' 
Funk" is: an· excellent and timely 
production for Black History· 
Month .;, or any month of the year. 
'.THE INFO < 
· It's over; you missed it. ·How-
ever, with the. all-niiglity Aronoff 
and the Taft b'otti receiving the 
Broadw'ay- series, there is a chance 
. you may be' able to catch da' show 
next time around. Good luck. 
Aftei: watching four or five of •sex does not eX.ist. ·Both "Flilbber" 
these· bombs, one clearly discerns a and "Martian" are remade from old 
. common thread.;• The new Disney . fifties film and television; Sex is 
formula run~ .as . .follows: take a so taboo in both, the protagonists 
washed-up actor, preferably one never even share a single kiss with 
·who used a lot of drugs, or was a the women they fall-in love with. 
good friend of _the. late Andy . .In "Flubber," the only black people 
Kauffmari, cast hi~as the·protago~ are the bad: guys :on the· opposing 
nfat of a lame reworking of an old :basketball team; imd in ,"Martian," 
Disney classi~. tht~w in a pinch of .the only'non~white actor is an In-
. poo-poo humor and round things dian news producer whb cohstantly 
off with a mouthy computer-ani- types the wrong words into the 
.· mat(!d sidekick for c_omic relief.: . ·teleprompter because of his humor-
. In "Angels in the .Outfield, " the ous trouble with English. 
~ashed7up actor is.Tony. Danza, These movies are innocent, 
one-time· ·co-stai: of Andy empty remakes.thattry desperately 
Kauffman; in "The Santa Clause," to recreate the painles·s, thoughtless 
it's the.ex~dope-dealing Tim Allen; humor of an.era before civil rights, 
i~ "Flubber,'; it;stbe ex~dope'-smok- free love, on-focation shootingiand 
ing Robin Williams, also one-time real-life comedy. Disney tries,and 
·fl • 
friend of Andy Kauffman, and now · . fails; to roll back the dock:.· 
in"Martian" it's Christopher Lloyd, · In the words of Lloyd's own Doc 
the· only comedian:on "Taxi" who, Brown, more attempts to return 
as Jimlgnatowski, may have been ''America to the 1950s will inevita-
crazierthan Kauffman's character, bly lead to a ·~rip in the space-time 
:Ladka. · · •.: :: ' ; · ·coritinuum;"ending the universe as 
Again; in "Flubber1': the com- . we know it.: Thus, for the safety of 
· ptiter-animated sidekick is a sassy · 1 :the human:race; I ask you not to pa-
little robot named 1Weebo; wnile in Aronize the works ·of Disney Pic-
"Martian" it's Uncle ·Martin's tures. Thank ;you, and may God 
manic talking spacesuit, .Zoot. Cu- . help us:all: Rating: '* 
- ' . : ,. ·.;, •;,' 
'.··;. . ::.: '! ~':'. ·.·.' , ... ,, .. " •'' ' ··Stu~~nt K.I.S.S. Tips: 
K~I.S·.S. 
Keep it Saf~ Spring··BreQkH ... 
Thanks to all the students who partidpated in this.'year's 
Safe-Spring Break Contest. · · · · ' ·· · .·. 
The Lucky winners were; ·.. . . _ .. 
. _,.: __ . . : ~: i . ., ... -~ ,. . . , . .. . . ··~ ; .-.. .. ,. . . . .. 
-Don't drink large amounts of akoho{:while outsid~·in.hdt weather . 
. , d. t : • k d. . . .. ... :~--~.) ·.~:~·- .· ·. ~, : '··i ···, ... ·<· ·.,; >. :-.- .. ~·:: :·. . . ........... : '. __ ,. ·.\ 
-Don t rm an drive .. ,._, ·; ... :,: · :: · .· · · . ,, · .•·· ·:' ·: · .. J.' · 
~1: ·'·,· .. \ .. ·.· t·····, ·-:'''····:~!·-~:i :, :·.~ .. .. ..., .... .'' .~·.·-:~i...'..).".::·:-, .-·<"--
-Don't·f,orget to w,~ar sunscre~n.· ev~n.on't:.101Jdy·days.>: 
-Drink '1.bts of,water~ : The sLm is dehydrcttirig; ·. '(<: : ·::.; ..... ,,·· .. ·.· .. 
; -G~t a map of the· cireci s6 Yo..u aren't dim!.~~sl~::.prJ~ipg.qr~und.;jp. :·:)·~ 
unfamiliar areas .. · : ... , . .·" . '. . · · · " · · 
-Don't ~ave sex with peopl~ y~y,d~l'.l't kn,BW<. ., ·· :.; 
-Always remem~er to cover l:!P)n the sun: , ··:·· · 
'"Have d good buddy I Party \\littdi +~ustin~f'friend:y · , .. · · 
-Alwaysknow where YQLfgr:e) · ·· . } ·· · .. :Ht:;,_: 
Week# 1: Jamie Curran- XU gift baskef\ · '", 
, Week #2: Alexandra Deas..: XU gift·Hasket 
-Have fun, but act responsibly-use the buddy sy~t~m;/: . 
\-Make si.r.e you t~ll your friends wh.ere you are at ~ff ·ti~~,even 
if you·~~ jljst g9ir~ftothebritt1r.o8m;··· .· .. ·· · . · , · 
-Know w,1hen to. t~k~ a~~y .a rrJend's, ~ey~'."yo.u co~Jd ,save a life. I_; Week #3: Shannon Covey~,_, XU .gift ,p~sket 
Week #4.: ~prah Hohl- XU gift basket .. : · · 
Grandi:·P,HJ:tb·~:Whiners{ .... h: .. ; .· ·. . 1 
Michef le.:Phillip~~·RoJri~a- T~ip~:~Ail~fini Ti'tketsfff 
• . ; • ! : ' ', . ... ' ,,, • . .• • ··' • : • •• • • • • ·1~ '.. " 
'• 
Craig ;$ynan- · $50.()() gitf:certif icOte ,to .. •· 
' :.7. ' ' ' > ' .·· ii .. ' Kenwood To·wne. Center .. ;, , .. 
... · 
' ·., 
·'.;" ,' l~ ... 
, Jennifer VonHolle- $50.ocf~iff~·-ce,f'tificQt.~/t(> 
' . ., 
Kenwood Towne CenterH :.'• . ...... 
:Answers ·,t~'.E;ach-·.wtek's·••qu~st .. ions_ a~~··•·posf ed .. (lf .tht;,••({.r~s.:$;·>· .. ·:·:-:: ·.··. 
~ox intheHeal,th:.&_Couriseling Cent~,r<~o~by~ · .... · _·; .. <.\·· ··· 
I::. . . ., ' ... i'· ' ·' I ... : :- J ~· . . . ' - ~· . " . ' -Alway~;have a designafed d.river. ",,. · ... : · · · · · 
-People who abstain h~~~ r,io,STDs. 1 .• : ; ·. . . 
-Avoid ~earing expensive jeW,elry ·Clnd :f lcishing)arge amounts of 
cash.;.: ,r.· .... - ::::. ·: .. 
-Don't sle~p in rest areas. 
· -Never',leave valuables inside your ca.r~ 
· -Lock Yii:>u~ c~rs while driving. ,«· ;_ · . ,, 
-Never 'pick up strangers or cicC:Eipf'Hdes from strangers. 
-Don't sle~p on thebegch~tnight~·. . · · , .. 
-Never.g~t a tattoo on.th~ ~p!Jr.<?.f .the motllent; you may regret it. 
later. ' · ··· · · ... ,' 
)' . . . ' . ' .. ··: 
-Don't get a body piercing on Spring' Brecik:2if.'may not be clean. 
-Never:sw.im while under the influence of alcohol/drugs. 
-When\trC1veling to other countri~s drir.ik b~ttled water and avoid, 
salads or fruits you cannot peel yourself.:. ' ' ' ,, ,.' ' 
-: . . . :";·'.~ .'~ ._ ',)?}, ·:?·.--;-.; ;::· . 
:,:, .... 
,;," .. --. :·,·· 
· ':· Ddn't Miss Out on the ;Besff<:r.s.s. Ever! 
. -. ·.-:i;. ;i:.: : ' ' . ,, . '• . . ~.\ .. 
.. Wi~h!ng you a fun and safe. ?pring;,~~~ldl Wei In~~ Team, Health & 
Counseling, SGA, SAC,:Safefy &'security and Res Life. 
' ' 
. . . 
THE XAVIER.NEWSWIRE 
NoteTakers: Wanted 
. s200~$1soo1~1~~~! 
Post y~ur)ect11re notes oll'th~ Internet 
.. : SIGN UP ON-LINE@ 
www:STUDY24~7.,com . 
' . . ' . ' 
The Graduate 
· .Program in 
.Health Services 
Administration 
.•;. 
··.~·•· >. : .. ·. ·~-· / ··· ····.,f•E····•· .. ·&_: .. · ·.·••···.··· . . ··.' ··. ' ,·· •' - .. · 
.· .. , ·. :.UNIVERSITY 
· ·u~th ··rare· isvhanging .•. :watuti it.~.~of lead if. 
' . ·.. ,· .. · ,., ' . 
lf jou u;"'nt to lead hea_/jb ·car:e, 'Yorlneed to know. about 
XavtersMaster o/Healtb stJrvjcesAl;!m.lntstraiion. · · . · 
. fut'~rmation Sessions are bffef(!~Jo help you discriver more .. ··.· 
abOutX'avier's MflSA and career: opportunities in.health care · 
management. The next iriformation s.essioris are scheduled for:· 
. . . ThUiSday, F~1>~:25,':1999·~r · ·· . . . 
· . . Tue5day, March 30; 1999< .'· 
. 6:00 ~7:30 p;01. 
Room 187; Cohen.Center 
Xavier uriiversit}r. Campus ·. 
'·'• ,. ·-. 
For reservations and additiona/.;nJoT11laii6nCaJisl3 745·1912 dr. 
BOO 344-469/J ext. i9.iz. . . . . . ' . 
. . .o.. .,· .• ·' 
.:'. :. .. .:. ··~ ~·--.. ... . + .". 
.The ·xavier' :N ewsWire: ·sober, but oddly· interesting. 
.. i -, ' ., . . . . :·. . ' 
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;, WE~LL ERls1· YOUR 
COLLEG~E·LOAN • 
. If you're stuck with a studentloan that's not 
in default,theArmymightpayitoff: .. 
Hy9~ qualify,.)V~'U reduce your debt~up 
> t<>$65,000. Payraentiseither~ofthe · 
debt or$i,500 for each year of service; 
whichever is greater. . . 
You11 also have training in a choice . 
of skills,and eno~gh self-assurance. 
t<> last you the rest of your life. · 
Get all the details from your 
Anny Recruiter. · 
.· . ' . 
(513) 731-4400 
ARMl: BE ALLYOU CAN BE: 
wwvli.goarm~com l · 
- . . ' 
Get a. higher. score.· 
· Th•n change· 
.. the··· world.·· 
L·;:.:. :_..: .. -··· 
' . .• 
· ·setting your sights high? Before making your mark, yo~·n 
·need to ace .your tests. No one.can prepare.you better 
· than Kaplan. With 60 years of proven success getting 
. students Into the· schools of their choice, we're the #1 . 
• name In test prep. Classes are filling up fast, so call today. 
. ' - ... 
·.·CALL ~800 ·4:i!IQl~I~~ KAP.;.TEST ··--· 
Rllltfifth Third. Bank 
. lllE.J· Working Ha~d To B.c The Only BanlcYou'll Ev~r. Need: 
J-laveyou: 
•···.·,thought• 
CAREER: 
Meet with our recr'uit~i:s and 
firid out more about these 
. challengin~f and rewarding 
opportunities: . 
O,i•Campus ·' · · 
Interview Session 
Thurs., ·Feb; 25th.for: 
· •.Operations .. 
·. \1i.·e· ··. :·t· ""' •..•.• .. . ·· Assodates. 1. . , .•.·MPS ASsociates 
•·•• Business·Analysts Fifth Third has. In fact, we . · 
·have.a.wide.range of. 
. Management Development 
Prograi:ns desighed;to help 
: }'OU build a. rewarding, . 
· lOn~-lasting career with the 
nation's leading financial 
, institution, · · · 
: Why should you' choose Fifth 
Third Bank for your career? 
'.Here are afe\J of,th~ many 
·reasons: · · 
; • ullimtited grbwth p~tentl~I 
· •Aggres5ive Profit Sharing 
• Health, Dental, Vision .and 
'.Life Irisurciiice •Stock Purchase 
• Plari .; 401 (k) savings pli:m .. . 
: . •.Paid holidays and va.cations 
·. • Educatio.nal assistance·piari, 
Sign Up At The Placement 
Office Today! .. · · . 
Fifth·Third Bank, 
Human Resources Dept., 
38 Fountain Square Plaza, 
Cincinnati, 01145263, 
. Fax '(513)'744-8621. 
We are an equal opportunity 
employer. · 
Visit ~u~ web site at 
www.53.com· 
..... 
~-' 
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February ·17 
Do you know what today is? 
Um, yes, correct, it's Wednesday ... 
Good job .. I had in mind some-. 
thing more specific, though". · It 
starts with an "a." Ends with a 
' ' ' 
"sh." Yep, it's Ash Wednesday, the 
beginning of Lent, when all us 
wack Catholic kids purge our evil 
souls and sm~ar the remnants of 
fire on our faces. Why do we do 
this? To show off; mostly. Look 
at me, I've got dirt on my face! 
Me, holy! It's also time to deny 
.ourselves a specific worldly plea-
sure of our choosing, like choco-
late or beer or chocolate-covered, 
-beer-flavored crack. In this vein, 
Calendar City will be a crack~free 
-venue for the next 40 days and 4o 
_nights. I encourage all·· of you · 
junkies out there to do the same. 
No more enabling, people. We can 
get through this .. 
Let's play word association. 
(I'll give you the right answers.) 
I say "bean" and you say (cofftk).' · 
I say "3:30 p.m." and. you say 
(Romero iritemational· Center). 
Go help yourself to some free java ' 
sponsored by Tanzania. ·Maybe · 
you can ask soniecine there how 
to say, "I like my sugar with cof-
fee and cream," in whatever Ian-, 
. guage t~ey speak in Tanzania. 
Tanzanese? Tanz-manian? 
All the world's a stage; and we 
are merely Kayamanggi players of 
the Know Theatre Tribe. What? 
You know, kayamanggt Filipino 
children's stories. Man, I bet you 
. feel pretty dumb now. If you 
would like to kayamanggi, go. to 
" 720 Sycatnore St today at 6 p.m. 
where the Know Theatre Tribe is 
holding open auditions to per-
. form these stories at bookstores, . 
libraries and theaters all over the 
·dam place. Be. prepared.to do ... 
absolutely nothing, since the au-
ditions C()nSiSt. Of cold readings. 
By the way, if the building looks · 
like the Red Gross,. don't: worry, 
because that's what itis when it's 
not Kayamanggi Central. 
TRAVEL 
'- 'YiU be Micha.el Doucet and . 
.. ;I3e.~u~oleil ·::<¥oon::Frye,'fo~: y6u 
Pui;ify;, Brews,ierfa11s out ),there), 
Geno- Delafosse :~n<l: Frbn~h 
:Rockin-. ';ii~ogfo, · ~$··wet(~~ the 
.. Dirty Doi~n ·Brass Band.• )f .this 
>-By Jennah Durant 1>-To place an item'-' in .the cal~h-clar, c:a'll'.'745~3122 of rrt~iftti l\lll: 2ll9~ . -, -i~ th~ ·ki?d of ~Iac~:wh~r,e;p~qple 
I i : [I 1: . r~ ) J '\'I~' '. ·.··If' Y ... olt;e,'el' l'ike;se' u._¥~ .. (). utto' -········ ,.,, ili1·•,f il ,r;1·.····· ·._:_: :_~.\~~. i:_:r_h:_·t_~_.·.····~~~ .... Jzi_;~(ffie!:!d __ . _ _ I;!' 1 · _ • _ · nrnht; sell out; oh yeah; w1~ th?se . ~ ;:_, _ _: :_ I_, ...;f;_ · _:'.(: '.' d~?~f,~?.~r. ,den1~re of'f;_ > .... ·. · 
F_ e b_ f u ri ry·· 18 .. asatsBs_y_o.:g.sakrt.a-•. sst_earts8o:f3.0Repe •..mI-B.· __.i_gZF~bISrha .. ·. . . : ·p" _·e·.·_.b __ ·~.·.·u· .·_·a·· .r-''y'' .·.·· ·--~2-'·o··_··~_-._.· .. ·..; .. : ~:· , : 
,. . ' The Blitck Cro\V~s arefo town 
Redrover,redrover, send "The H~ad will be there to fill_:th_·. e time_.··.·.. · · · · · ·, .· . · t6iiight_a. s'_.·a. part c>f'.the."Her.oin 
· · · -· · .TodayisScbolftfS.hipD_ ay,iak_,_·e .. : · · · · Rover" right over. The spririg between then and F_ ish-time. Ah, · · · _·Chic '9~·~_,to_''u_r. >Just. kidd_ilig; ·af 
' . . ' ,.' two,' as is tomo~C>w; I,( you see ' ' ' . ' . ' ' play busts through tightly woven rock stars. Is there any· thing they. · · · · · · :cour_s __ e, but ev_ecy'time I see~th_ ei_r 
any bewildered_·· · ..high school_ stu- . ' ' ' ' 
chains of linked arms and grade- can't do? · · · · · · · · lead-singer Chris Robinson and-his 
school fingers and onto the stage dents ·a'.domect in Kairos crosses _: ···_:.1_.·0_·2"Po_.··· ri~ci_.b __ o_·dy, ._ili_. e after-sch6b1 
· -~ and. dangly: narile_ •.. t~g~', \,'~ · exjtta · · · 
tonight for its big debut. The show Sp~ak. ing .. of_roc_k stars, ·you · · · · · sp_ec_.·'·ial b_'e_'U_sg~_off; __ Does.th_e_·_m_an 
. nice to them because they're prob~ ' ' ' ' ' " , . ' . .. ' 
starts at 8 p.m; in the University probablykno~pne;mddop'teven ... · . · · ·· ·ever subsi'~f:onanythillg besicfos 
Theatre. If you miss it tonight, 1· · · · J 1.:;.;.'wh·tak . "d .. · ably freaking out, just like yoii . ·.•. cig·ar. ett·e·'s''?.' :_T· 'lie.Ta. ftThe"a·tr .. e" .. ·1·_·s·th· e· 
rea IZ~ It. Ouu .1 er, pn ~ were a few shJrt years ~go>Put_ ~ -~· ' . .. ' ' .. 
there's always the next night, or andJ·oyof. theJ"uri_iorc.·lass,hashis_'~·.· .. :·,·.placetobe/siafting"ats··p· .• 11( .· quarter in the .. little m11chine' arid ' ' ' ' the night after that; or the matinee very own tape on sale at the book- . . . < · . .···. ·. . ··.·· ·· ··.. < 
after that (l .. e., the play runs A . 1 . h get a handful of food pellets to· store. niazmg y erioug , ~ven · · · · · · · · . 
· .. th·. rough Sunday). · · · ~eed them. But don't fouch them, 
· Do you want to puke your 
brains out? Or maybe just really 
feeling like you have to puke your' 
brains out? If so; has SAC got the 
event for you. They're sponsor-
ing a trip to the Omnimax The-
.· atre in the Museum Center, that 
cinematic equiva'Ient of the Scram-. 
bier at King's Island. As ari extra 
bonus for your equiiibri.um, the 
movie is' entitled "The Magic of 
Flight" Yeah, buddy! Break out 
the Dramamine and let's roll. The 
buses leave at 7 p.m. from the 
circle by Buenger. The .cost for 
all this tummy-swirling fun is jus"t 
$1. You can't beat that with a 
wiffleball bat · ' 
. FRIDAY 
February 19 
·It's Wednesday night. You've 
been living and breathing all week 
for this ho'tir. The tension builds 
as 8 p.m. draws near, until finally, 
yes! The strains ()f Paula Cole 
drift over the air and- this week's 
"Da"'son's Creek;~ has come to 
sate your passion. Sound famil~ · 
iai? Go see "Obsessive Love;" 
one of Br; Prycit's movies, in 
-. Kelley at '7=.~.o p.m~ It's about fall ... 
jng in love with a soap opera cpar~ 
acter. You people make me·sfok. 
TRAVEL 
though it's at the bookstore, it's 
still at the low price of $S for they_ may bite in their anxious 
twelve whole songs. Pric,e goug~ . stat,e. 
ing, s~hmice gouging: You'll 
probably like them even more if' 
you're from Kentucky, because I. 
think there are a few bluegrass in~ 
side jgkes in there, too., . · 
I •, • ' ' 
The Fifthffhfrd Theatre at the 
' Aronoff·cente; i&presellting. the 
Canterbury Tales ~dult puppet per ... 
. . / Pin-stripe suit? Check; Ver-
. ,mouth? Check. Extra~dry gin?· 
C_heck. Beautiful. baby? Check. 
·:. Swlngin' daddio? Check. Fedora? 
·Clleck,,. OK, looks like you're 
· ·ready to hit theHep Cat Revival 
· tonight ,at _th,e Swing Lounge, .That 
. ·place isn~tin the phorie b()ok, so·1 
can't tell you where _it.is~ I can 
. teli yoti, however,' that said reviv~l 
begins at 9:30.p.m: ' · · 
· formance nightly thrqugh Febr~­
ary 27.'Wait, no, don't do it. No! 
Oh,' crap. ToO' l~te. Yoll went · 
there, didn't you? That's OK, I 
did, too. I'm envisioning a little• .The·b11nc1 Big Ass Truck v;as 
soniethingHke this: The owner Of'. · probably miffed that Reel BigFish 
·already. took: their: adjectives.· ... I 
the pub is now a pimp, and the wonder i_f they .cicissed ~paths·. last 
. "pilgrims" are workin'it for him) 
all the way to Canterbury. lwon- . 'l)ight and' rumbled .. · Maybe they 
der if.the mille_r_and the re~ve will could solv~ all theii; hypothetical 
· 01onikerwoes:by cofubfoingtbeir· · 
be dressed in drag. forces to become Big Big TriS~, 
If y~~ butt hurts from kicking : ' Wh,at r~ trying_ to' ~ay is B .A/t. 
yourself.§o ·often, you earl stop '' ·i~·· pfaying·at·•Ripley's. Alive.i~· 
: now; Even if you forgot ta have · Clifton ~t 9 P·~f ; : · . . 
your yearbook picture tl,\ke~ ·this · 
fall, you liave"another chance ta~ · 
··.day (and yesterday, come to think 
of it) from 10 a.m. fo S p.m. If 
you: got your picture taken buitlie ·.· 
. · · hafr wasjust not working thatday . 
or the biggest zit in die world took 
, ..lip residence on your nose, you can 
geta retake .. Take advantage of 
• ' this free servi~e or suffer the wrath 
-·of yearbOok geeks everywhere. 
· Flhru ary_ 21 
Mardi Gra8 fever has ~rap~ed . 
you up in : a big Man~et of 
.· N'awlins. envy, i knqw. '.Procter · 
& Gamble Hall to the rescue, as 
they present ''Bayou' to_ Bqurbon 
Street" today 'at 8 p;~~ Featured 
HELP WANTED 
The Jesuits have issues, as we 
all know. They will be discussed 
· today in the Schott Multipurpose 
Room at 3.p.m. during the Winter 
Jesuit Contemporary Issues Fo-
rum. ' I'm assuming· the summer 
Jesuits will be here sometime in 
June. 
Take this bag and stuff it fo:r the 
benefit of Speaking. of Women's 
. Health: Gift-bag stuffing will take 
. ' place for this national foundation 
at the WCET Studio A today 
through Thursday. Shifts go all 
day, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., so let 
thestuffing begin . 
..• iJ].~~ 1]~\'• 
February 23 
· The Office of Multicultural 
Affairs is presenting a ,.. presen-
tation today in the University Cen-
ter Theatre at 7 p.m. on black his-
fory. 
"Pax Christi II: Christi's Re-
venge." This Dorothy-Day group 
extraordinaire is presenting the 
fifth movie.in their peace film se-
ries. Tonight's selection is 
"Amistad," and it will be shown 
at 7 p.m. in B-11 Alter. 
LOSE WEIGHT 
· #1 Spring Break '99 vaca-
tions! Best prices guaranteed I 
Cancun, Jamaica $399, Baha-
mas $459, Panama City 
Beach $99. Book now &' re-
ceive a free "Spring Break 
Uncensored" video!!! 
L- 8 0 0 - 2 3 4 - 7 0 0 7 . 
'NWW.endlesssummertou!S.com. 
Jamaica Shuttle nonstop 
spring break. Seven nights 
from $499 each from Ciricin-
nati. Free ReggaeJAM Spring 
Break.information. Operators . 
9-5. (800) 873~4423. reggae- . 
jam.com 
c 1 a s· s i f i e d s 
," . " '.' - . 
· Classifie_ds are 25 cents per 
Word with a $5 minimum. To 
place yourclassified, call the 
·advertising manager at 
· Camp Takajo for boys on 
Long Lake, Naples, Maine. 
Noted for picturesque location, . 
exceptional •facilities' & out-
standing programs. June 22~ 
Aug. 22, Over 100 cciu'nselor 
positions available in land 
sports, water activities,· ceram-
Lose weight for spring 
· break. Metabolite 356 for $39. 
Call 891-5888. . 
· WORK FOR RENT 
Hyde Park, share a house. 
Converted attic space, a little 
awkward but no charge· for 5 
hours a wee~; data entry, ac-
counting & typing. Call 32·1- · 
FREE RADIO + $1,250 
Fundraiser open to student 
groups & organizations. Earn 
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We 
supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a free 
baby boom box. 
1-800-932-0528 . x65. 
www.ocmconcepts.com ... 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS 
·WANTED 
You dine. We pay, Two 
years professional bar/dining 
· experience required. Why not 
enjoy a meal on us? Call PDB 
Management Company 1-
888-656-7999. . 
FOR RENT 
Well-maintained 2 bed-
room apartment with central 
air & laundry. Near Xavier. 
$560/month + utilities. Call 
272-3160. 
HELP WANTED 
Cruise ship employment. 
Workers earn up to $2,000+/ 
month (w/ tips & benefits). 
World travel! Land~tourjobs up 
to $5,000-$7,000/summer. 
Ask us how! (517) 336-4235 .. ·. 
ext. 055641. 
745~3561. ' 
HELP WANTED 
Work with interesting .. 
people in a job like none you . 
have ever had ... Stay over-
night at the Zoo, have hands-.·.·.· .. 
on oontact with all kinds of ani- ' 
TRAVEL 
#1 Panama City vacations! 
Free parties - no cover. Best 
.. beachfront hotels from $99. 
Free· "Spring Break Uncen- '· 
sored" video! 
1 - 8 0 0 -. 2 3 4 - 7 0 0 T;. 
W:Nw.endlesssummertours.com. 
mals, shape participants' HELP WANTED 
views of the natural world & · Tutor needed: Accounting 
get a full night's sleep. Earn · · 1 & 2; convenient hours, good 
$50-$60 per night & gain valu- ·• · · pay, contact Bob Moses @ 
able public speaking & group , . 345-6624. · 
·management skills, while .. · 
wo~ing·at o'ne of the ~un_try's HELP WANTED 
top zoos.: Send resumes to: . : Telemarketing position. 
Human Resources, .The c'in- · Mon.~Thurs. 4:30 p.m.~8:30 . 
cinnati Zoo & Botanical Gar~.: 1-'p;m .. &.Sat. 10:30 .a.m.-2:30 
den, 3400Vine Street; Cincin- · . p.r'n; 20.hours, $9.50 per hour 
nati,Ohio45220orfaxto(513), ·+commission. Call Paui,at 
559-n76. · 604-6280' or Chris at 703-
2339. 
HAIR MODELS NEEDED 
Phyllis at the Madison is 
looking for haircut & hair color · 
models. Haircut models will be 
needed on Wed. afternoons. 
Hair color models will be 
needed on four. consecutive ·· 
Mondays.in March beginning 
· - on March 8; Please call Cathy 
Eilerman.@· 32-1-1300 to 
schedule. 
,.~ •• 1.' 
HELP WANTED , .. . · . 
1 oo lnstruciorstcC>unse- · 
· lors need.ad. Co-:ed_ sleep" 
away camp. Pocono Moun~ 
tairs •. ~ennsyivania. 0ver_60 
land/water activities. Good 
salary/tips! 1-800~422-9842 
(www.campcayuga.com). · 
.' ·,' ' 
' ics; drama; music, pioneering 
& much more.. Call· Mike 
.Sherbun @ 800-250~8252 or 
e-mail campta~ajo@aol.com ... 
2144.' ' ' ' 
SUMMER DAY CAMP 
HELP WANTED DIRECTOR 
Landscape, maintain & in- · Po.VJel Crosley, Jr., YMCA. 
· stall Hyde Park Area q9. Run .· A great summer job forim ex~ 
by Xavie'r grads, '84 &: '88. Fun·· perienced camp leader .. Re-
& part-time positions. Excel- ..,' sp(Jnslbiefordailyoperationof 
Jent ·.pay; · No experience . camp for 120 children; PositQQ 
needed, We will landscape the . :. •·· is full time June _7 - Aug~ ~1. 
Cintas Center In spring'. of , · ·Pa'rt~tlrne ·h()urs 'begin Jn 
2000, planted Cohen center ~arch.'f>rEivious day orresi-
Jast fall. Call Wimberg Land~ . · dent Ca,llJP ~~perj9nce'a m~st. 
soaping for interview, 271- Must beat least 21 years old .. 
2332. Also taking applications for 
counselors. Call 521-71.12 or 
FOR RENT 
3 bedroom, 2 bath house 
very close to campus: Sec" . 
ands.from Kroger's. Features 
h~rdwood fl()Ors, Very spa-
cious rooms, dining room,' 
kitchen, off-street parking, new 
· appliances. $1100/month. Call 
351~21'78 x5. .· · · · 
apply at 9601 Vlfinton Rd. · 
. ' ASSISTANT TEACHERS 
FuJVpart~time for tcidi:IJer & 
preschool program .. Competi-
. tlve salary, EOE. Send _cover 
letter & .. resume to Educat!on 
Coordinator, 1607 Mansfield 
'st:, Cincinnati, OH·4521c) or 
. call 621~3032." · · ·· ·.' · 
I 
I . " ~ 
